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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to show that a sequence of typologically not unusual sound changes has led to three conspicuous properties of the dialects in a large connected area of Low and Central Franconian. First, these dialects have a binary contrast between acute and circumflex tones. Second, the majority of these dialects (“group A”) show length reversal, in the sense that originally short non-high vowels have become longer than the corresponding originally long vowels. Third, the remaining dialects (“group B”) show tone reversal, in the sense that where group A retains the original acutes, group B has circumflexes, and the reverse (at least in declarative intonation). This paper proposes a history consisting of a series of synchronic states connected by speakers’ gradual phonetic shifts and listeners’ discrete phonological reinterpretations. Each of the proposed elements is shown to have parallels elsewhere: the retraction of stress to the first mora, the lengthening of vowels in open syllables with retention of the linkage between syllables and tones, the inaudibility of tone on voiceless consonants, the drop of final schwa, the pronunciation of final voiced obstruents, the audibility of tone on voiced consonants, the devoicing of final obstruents, degemination, schwa insertion, and the effects of a markedness constraint that correlates tones and duration.

1. The tone contrast as a focus alignment contrast

In continental West-Germanic, a contiguous group of Low Franconian dialects (Limburgian or “Southern Low Franconian”) and Central Franconian dialects (Ripuaric and Moselle Franconian) exhibit a binary lexical tone contrast on long vowels and diphthongs, which interacts with the intonation contour of the sentence. While this state of affairs has been known since Nörrenberg (1884), recent research by Carlos Gussenhoven and colleagues has taken large steps towards distentangling the influence of the lexical tone from the influence of the intonation contour. As a result, we can now more clearly see what the fundamental nature of the contrast is. The following real-life examples from Geleen Limburgian show that if the word kniiin ‘rabbit-Pl.’ is in focus sentence-internally, it is pronounced with a rising or falling tone contour, depending on whether the sentence is declarative or interrogative (L = low, H = high):

(1) a. L L L L HL L L
   \text{v\text{"a}r f\text{"a}eba do kniiin y\text{"a}ʃlax}
   \text{‘we have slaughtered the rabbits’}

b. L L L LH H HL
   \text{f\oept\text{"a}r da kniiin y\text{"a}ʃlax}
   \text{‘have you-Pl slaughtered the rabbits?’}

* This paper is an extended version of a talk entitled “De volgorde der gebeurtenissen in de geschiedenis van het Limburgse tooncontrast” presented at a workshop by the Nederlandse Vereniging voor Fonetische Wetenschappen on “Segmentele toonverschijnselen, vooral in Limburg” in Antwerp on 23 May 2002. Thanks go to the attendants of those talks, including Michiel de Vaan and Carlos Gussenhoven, and to Wolfgang Kehrein, Björn Köhnlein, Ben Hermans and Marc van Oostendorp for their many discussions on the 2006 version of this paper.
A minimally contrasting word is *kniin* ‘rabbit-SG’. If it is in focus sentence-internally, it is pronounced with a level high or low tone, depending on whether the sentence is declarative or interrogative:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{(2) a.} & \quad \text{L } \text{L } \text{L } \text{L } \text{HH } \text{L } \text{L} \\
\text{var fïêba dò kniïn ūŋɬax} & \quad \text{we have slaughtered the rabbit’}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{b.} & \quad \text{L } \text{L } \text{L } \text{LL } \text{H } \text{HL} \\
\text{fïœptxar dò kniïn ūŋɬax} & \quad \text{‘have you-PL slaughtered the rabbit?’}
\end{align*}
\]

Following Gussenhoven (2000b) for Roermond, the intonation contour of the declarative sentence in (1a) can be characterized underlyingly as an L tone at the left boundary, an L tone at the right boundary, and an H* focus tone; on the surface, H* becomes aligned with the first mora of the stressed syllable (*kniin*), and the two L tones spread from the edges in toward this focus tone, yielding (1a). The intonation contour of the interrogative sentence in (1b) is then characterized underlyingly as an L tone at the left boundary, an HL contour at the right boundary, and an L* focus tone; on the surface, L* becomes aligned with the first mora of *kniin*, and the two boundary tones spread inwards toward this focus tone, yielding (1b). Gussenhoven analyses the examples in (2) as having an additional underlying lexical tone, which surfaces on the second mora of *kniin*, as H in (2a) and as L in (2b).

For the examples in (1) and (2), a different analysis than a tonal one is possible, namely an analysis in terms of *focus tone alignment*. Both in (1a) and in (2a), there is a high focus tone on *kniin*, but the transition to the L boundary tone occurs after the first mora in (1a) but after the second mora in (2a). Likewise, both (1b) and (2b) have a low focus tone on *kniin*, but the transition to the HL boundary tone occurs after the first mora in (1b) but after the second mora in (2b). The present paper proposes, now, that the Franconian tone contrast arose historically as precisely this distinction between early and late alignment of the focus tone.\(^1\)

In the present paper I denote the moving tones (HL or LH) of (1) by the term *acute accent*, following traditional terminology for Lithuanian and Ancient Greek (Kiparsky 1973 claims the acute is realized as HL in Lithuanian and as LH in Greek); other terms in use are *Stoßton* (‘abrupt tone’; also used for Lithuanian), *Schärfung*, *correption*, and (since Schmidt 1986) *accent 1*. I denote the level tones (HH or LL) of (2) by *circumflex accent*, again following traditional terminology (Kiparsky 1973 identifies the circumflex as HH in both Lithuanian and Greek); other terms in use are *Schleilton* (‘slurring tone’; also used for Lithuanian), *Trägheitsakzent*, and *accent 2*.

The fundamental insight of the present paper can be told in a couple of sentences. Around the year 1100, Franconian had no tone contrast, but it did have a short–long vowel contrast in open syllables: /ma.k̥an./ ‘make’ versus /sl̥aad.p̥on./ ‘sleep’ (where “.” stands for a syllable boundary). In sentence-internal focus position, these words were all accented on their first mora, i.e. realized as [mâk̥ən, sl̥åd̥p̥on] in declarative sentences or [mâk̥ən, sl̥åd̥p̥on] in interrogative sentences. Subsequently, the

---

\(^1\) The question whether the early-versus-late-alignment hypothesis can be maintained for the present-day Franconian dialects, i.e. whether it can also explain what happens nowadays in positions outside focus or whether an analysis of the data outside focus instead requires tone, has not been answered with certainty yet. Gussenhoven’s synchronic analyses in terms of tone are countered by several synchronic analyses in terms of metrical structure (Kehrein this volume, Köhnlein this volume, Hermans 2012, Oostendorp this volume). This debate is not the subject of the present paper.
common process of open syllable lengthening lengthened the vowel, and lengthened the tone with it, yielding the present-day contrast, which is [máákən] versus [slůıpən] in declarative sentences and [máákən] versus [slůıpən] in interrogative sentences. Many subsequent developments have complicated this original correlation, but I will argue in detail that the lexical tone contrast originated in open syllable lengthening rather than in the later processes of schwa drop (as claimed by De Vaan 1999) or analogical lengthening (as claimed by Gussenhoven 2000c).

2. Historical correlations of the present-day tones
The present-day tone contrast occurs on syllables that contain two (or more) sonorant moras, i.e. on long vowels and on diphthongs, where any sequence of a short vowel and a sonorant consonant counts as a diphthong. I denote the acute tone with an acute accent sign above the first sonorant mora: [ifting] ‘sleep’, [klěín] ‘small’, [lán] ‘long-FEM’. The circumflex tone is depicted with a macron above the second sonorant mora: [ʃpeɛlən] ‘play’, [dǎak] ‘roof’, [breit] ‘broad’, [lɑŋk].

The rules that relate the current Franconian tones to original West-Germanic vowels have been known for some time (Nörrenberg 1884, Engelmann 1910). I summarize them in (3); they are described in more detail in the following sections.

(3) The historical correlations of the Franconian acute and circumflex

a. “Spontaneous acute accent”: originally long non-high vowels (*aa, *ee, *oo, *oo, *oo) currently have acute accent.

b. “Combinatory acute accent”: originally long high vowels (*ii, *yy, *uu), original diphthongs (*ei, *ou), and lengthened originally short vowels have circumflex accent, except under the following region-dependent condition, in which case they have acute accent:

“Rule A”: in most of Ripuaric and Moselle Franconian (Welter 1933), these vowels have acute accent if they were originally followed by an voiced consonant followed by schwa.

“Rule A2”: certainly in most of Limburgian and other Low Franconian areas (Nörrenberg 1884: 409, Maurmann 1898, Grootaers 1909, Dols 1944), but also perhaps in some parts of Moselle Franconian (Vianden: Engelmann 1910: 390; Trier: Reitz 1986: 6), these vowels have acute accent if they were originally followed by a voiced consonant followed by schwa, but only if this schwa was deleted.

2 The citation forms of the acute words can be pronounced with an early falling pitch contour: [ifting], [klěín], [lɑŋk], those of the circumflex words with a late falling pitch contour on the disyllables ([ʃpeɛlən]) or (as a special result of the interaction between the lexical tone and the declarative intonation; see Gussenhoven 2000b) with a high-mid-high contour on the monosyllables ([dǎák], [breit], [lɑŋk]); other often-mentioned phonetic differences between the citation forms are that the circumflex is longer than the acute, which is especially audible in the second mora, and that the acute has strong intensity in the first mora. General remarks on the pronunciation of Limburgian consonants are: voiceless plosives are unaspirated, voiced plosives are fully voiced, /t, d, n/ are dental stops, /c, j, p/ are palatalized palatoalveolar stops, /ʃ/ is a uvular trill, tap, fricative or approximant, /l/ is ‘light’ in all positions, /w/ is a bilabial approximant, and /h/ is a voiced glottal fricative.
In (3), “originally” refers to the state of Low and Central Franconian around the year 1100, when the “Old” stage of these languages turned into the “Middle” stage. Table (3) makes references to at least three sound changes: vowel lengthening (in open syllable), schwa deletion (word-final), and consonant devoicing (also word-final). A strict chronology that works for rule A2 is:

(4) A simplified strict chronology for Franconian tonogenesis, rule A2

a. First, long non-high vowels receive the acute accent, and long high vowels and diphthongs receive the circumflex accent. The tone contrast is “just phonetic” (§4).

b. Subsequently, short vowels lengthen in open syllables and some other places, receiving the circumflex accent. This leads to a lexical tone contrast between originally long non-high vowels and the new lengthened vowels (§5).

c. Next, final schwa is deleted, causing a preceding circumflex to change to acute if the intervening consonants are voiced. This leads to a higher functional load of the tone contrast for words that end in a sonorant (§7).

d. Finally, final obstruents are devoiced. This leads to a higher functional load of the tone contrast for words that end in a fricative (§11).

Rule A2 was formulated later than Rule A and is perhaps for that reason sometimes regarded as an exceptional variant, or even a later development, of Rule A (e.g. Tans 1938: 21, 160, 216). This view cannot be correct, because the Rule A2 areas retain a contrast that was lost in the Rule A areas: in rule A2, disyllabic words with a voiced medial consonant have an acute for originally long non-high vowels (kléezan ‘choose’) but a circumflex for lengthened vowels (léezan ‘read’); in rule A, both have an acute (kéezan, léezan), thus neutralizing an original etymological distinction. If anything, therefore, the Rule A2 areas represent a more archaic situation, and the situation in the Rule A area is a later neutralizing development (a circumflex changed into an acute if followed by another syllable after intervening voiced consonants, e.g. léezan > léezan). See §8 for details.

Finally, there are the Rule B areas. In one variant (Bach 1921), the tones are the reverse from those in area A, i.e. wherever area A has an acute, area B has a circumflex, and the reverse. Köhnlein (2011) shows that this is true only for declarative intonation. See §9 for details.

The order in (4) is nearly dictated by the correlations in (3). Nörrenberg (1884:408,410), for instance, argues that logically (4b) must precede (4c) and that very likely (4a) precedes (4c); to make this more precise, the present paper argues on the basis of non-neutralization that (4a) must precede (4b). Yet, some recent publications on the subject propose different orders. For instance, De Vaan (1999) proposes that the lexical contrast arose with schwa drop, i.e. with (4c) rather than with (4b), and Gussenhoven (2000c) proposes that it arose with a very late case of “analogical lengthening”, namely during the schwa drop of (4c), rather than with the earlier lengthening in open syllable. Also Schmidt (2002) maintains that schwa drop is the cause of the lexical contrast. In §13 I show that these alternative proposals cannot
account for all the facts, and that the order in (4) must be correct, including the establishment of the lexical contrast in stage (4b).

The remainder of this paper gives a detailed account of the development of the Franconian tone system in terms of the phonology, the phonetics, the speakers, the listeners, and the learners of this language throughout the preceding millennium.

3. The dialects in space and time

This section presents the dialect described in this paper, and its relation with earlier stages of the language and with neighbouring dialects.

3.1. Why East Limburgian, and why Geleen?

The facts presented in §2 require that among the Franconian tone languages we investigate the dialect group that retains the original contrasts best, i.e. the dialects that follow Rule A2. This limits our choice to the Limburgian tone dialects. Within Low Franconian, these tonal dialects occupy an area in the Southeast (in Belgium, the Netherlands and Germany), separated from more Western and Northern varieties of Low Franconian by a thick bundle of isoglosses. Together, the Low Franconian tonal dialects are sometimes called Southern Low Franconian (Südniederfränkisch), but in this paper I simply call them Limburgian, which is the name given by its speakers in Belgium and the Netherlands, and by Goossens (1965) even for the German parts.

Fortunately, it is also within Limburgian that we find the most conservative vowel systems, which will allow us to easily project back and forth between the earliest forms and the modern forms. The most conservative group is what Goossens (1965) calls East (mainly Dutch) Limburgian, a group that comprises the cities of Venlo, Roermond, Sittard and Geleen. Within this group, Geleen has the most conservative vowel system, with the fewest mergers and a nearly one-to-one correspondence with the common West Germanic and Old High German vowel systems. As our source of present-day language data, therefore, I take the group of East Limburgian dialects, and I will write the present-day forms in a spelling most suitable for the Geleen variety.

3.2. The dialects in time

Table (5) shows the systems of long and short vowels in four stages of the language. Historical correspondences can be read off horizontally.

(5) Four consecutive vowel systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proto</th>
<th>Old (Eastern)</th>
<th>Early Middle</th>
<th>New East</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>West Germanic</td>
<td>Low Franconian</td>
<td>Limburgian</td>
<td>Limburgian</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In table (5), “Proto West Germanic” is the traditionally reconstructed language that can be regarded as the common ancestor of all current West Germanic languages, including English, German, and Dutch.

“Old (Eastern) Low Franconian” (OLF) in table (5) is the language of the Wachtendonk psalms, usually thought to have been written around the year 900. The OLF vowel system is virtually identical to that of most known Old High German dialects. This language is generally considered a predecessor of current Limburgian (Cosijn 1872–1873; Van Helten 1896, 1902; Cowan 1959, 1969; Sanders 1968–1969); an introduction can be found in Robinson (1992), but the present paper uses the publication by Kyes (1969) and follows the historical connections proposed or assumed in the etymological dictionaries (Kluge 1915, Van Wijk 1912/1929).

“Early Middle Limburgian” (Early MLb) is the language that we need to reconstruct here as the first stage that is relevant for understanding the rise of the Franconian tone system. It is characterized by a general change of vowels in unstressed vowels to schwa, and must have been spoken around the year 1100. The Early MLb vowel system is reconstructed in §3.3, its accent system in §4.

“New East Limburgian” (NLb) is the language currently spoken by about 300,000 people in the central part of the Dutch province of Limburg, as exemplified by the Geleen dialect. Table (5) shows the situation after step (4b), i.e. after open syllable lengthening; the effects of step (4c), i.e. the drop of final schwa, have not been included in the table.

3.3. Reconstruction of the Early Middle Limburgian vowel system

This section discusses how the various Early MLb vowels can be reconstructed. The reconstruction requires projections from earlier as well as from later varieties. The projection from OLF to MLb requires an interpretation of the written OLF source.

Many historical correspondences have been suggested in table (5) by writing the vowels of various stages at the same height. Thus, PWG long *û is still long û in NLb (where not changed by schwa drop), and *ô is still ò in NLb or òò, and short *u developed into NLb o or òò, and short *ê developed into ù or ùù; in these examples, the long circumflex vowels originated by open-syllable lengthening. Through an ambiguous vertical alignment, the table also shows the split of PWG *au, which developed into NLb ùi and òa in NLb. The thing that happened around “*æ, æ” in the table is a complicated twist: OLF e lowered to MLb *æ, whereas some instances of OLF a raised all the way to MLb *e. The following subsections discuss the OLF and Early MLb vowels in detail.

The long high vowels. The OLF documents contain no length marks for vowels, but many of the vowels that were written <i> and <u> continue the Common Germanic long high vowels and must have been long in OLF since they are still long in the later dialects. Therefore, the traditional transliteration, which we will follow, is ï and ë. These vowels occur in words like wîn ‘wine’, rîki ‘empire’, hûs ‘house’. There is no reason to assume that these vowels were pronounced very differently from [iː, uː] in any of the four periods under consideration, so we can write *wiin, *riika, *huus for Early MLb (but see §4.6 for some important structural and phonetic detail). The vowel ùi (<ui>) continues the West Germanic diphthong /iu/ and is found in fûir ‘fire’. This
spelling, with i as a syllable-internal marker for fronting, shows that it was already pronounced as [yː] in the OLF period, so we can reconstruct MLb *yyyr.

Another source of MLb *yy is i-umlaut of OLF ū. The transition from the Old to the Middle stages of the West Germanic languages is traditionally defined by the loss of vowel distinctions in unstressed syllables. For Eastern Low Franconian, this meant that OLF gevan ‘give’ would become MLb *yaevon, and OLF name ‘name’ would become MLb *nama. However, if the vowel in the final syllable was i (or if it contained j), this vowel tended to leave a trace: the vowel of the first syllable was fronted (at least if it was back; if it already was front, it was raised). Thus, a hypothetical OLF ĭwila ‘owl’ corresponds to MLb *yyla. The easiest way to think of the order of events is that i-umlaut preceded the loss of the vowel quality, i.e., that the sequence of forms was [u:wila] → [yːwila] → [yːwə].

**The closing diphthongs.** Table (5) shows a phonemic split as a result of the monophthongization of West Germanic *ai before /h, w, r/ and in final position, and of West Germanic *au before /h/, before the dentals /d, t, θ, ð, s, z, 1, r/, and in final position. Thus, OLF has stein ‘stone’, leidon/leiden ‘lead’, loupon ‘walk’, but sēo ‘sea’ (< *saiw), sēla ‘soul’ (< *salwala), -hōr- ‘hear’, dōt³ ‘death’. This innovation equally affected OLF and most Old High German dialects, including the predecessors of Ripuarian and Moselle Franconian; it did not affect Low Saxon and Western Low Franconian (the predecessor of Dutch), both of which monophthongized nearly all of these diphthongs to /eː/ and /oː/. Because of the later reflexes, we can assume that ei and ou stood for /eː/ and /oː/. Mechanically, we expect the following correspondences between OLF and MLb: stein > *stein, leidon > *leidan, loupon > *loupan. From the spelling of the short vowels /e/ and /a/ as <e> and <o> (see below), and from the spelling of the diphthongs ei and ou as <ei> and <ou>, we can hypothesize that the scribe used the symbols <e> and <o> to denote lower mid vowels, so that we can reconstruct the monophthongs ê (<>e) and ô (<>o) as /eː/ and /oː/. This would be consistent with the likelihood that the relationships between ê and ei and between ô and ou had still been allophonic in an earlier OLF period: the underlying glides in /eː/ and /oː/ were pronounced only in certain positions, deleted with compensatory lengthening in others (e.g. *[stējn] vs. *[sēwala]). Also, the later diphthongal reflexes of ê and ô (i.e. ēa and őa) point to a MLb pronunciation as lower mid vowels, as does the fact that MLb must have and OLF may have had a separate series of higher mid vowels (see next subsection). We thus project from OLF to MLb as follows: sēo > *zeə (also with voicing of initial fricatives), sēla > *zëla, dōt > *dōt. It is possible that Early MLb already slightly raised the first part: *zëla, *yːot.

The source of MLb *oe is i-umlaut of OLF ou. We can assume that OLF *rouvâri ‘robber’ (literally ‘reaver’) was *rœyva(e)ro in Early MLb. The source of MLb *œœ is i-umlaut of OLF ō. Thus, hōren became *fīeran in Early MLb.

At some time during MLb, the monophthong *ee, *œœ, and * œ must have “broken” into *e, *œœ, and * œ. After this, the two parts of the diphthongs dissimilated. For the back vowel, the stage ou, with a close-mid first part, is still present in Geleen and the villages to the West of it (yrōat ‘large’); this vowel has a

---

3 I write voiceless final consonants that alternate with voiced consonants (ððð) by underlining them, both in OLF and in MLb.
corresponding morphological umlaut (póat, plural of póat ‘paw’). In these areas, dissimilation is complete for the original front vowel (ziæl ‘soul’) and for the primary umlaut (hýæra ‘hear’). In most of the remaining parts of East Limburgian (e.g. Maasbracht, and the more peripheral dialect of Venlo to the North), these vowels have simply turned into iæ, yæ, uæ: ziæl, hýæra, yrúæt, póat, pýæt; these sounds are also heard in some of the neighbouring areas such as Weert (West) Limburgian to the West and Kerkrade Ripuarian to the South-East. I will transcribe these vowels as ea, òa, and òa when referring to the Geleen region, and as iæ, yæ, and uæ when referring to the other regions. In the East Limburgian city of Roermond, however, these vowels merge with the close mid vowels and are pronounced êe, òò, and óò. Since Roermond is important in our story, I will generally cite Roermond forms quite often, but mention one of the more conservative dialects when such forms contain any of these three vowels.

The long higher mid vowels. The OLF vowel written <ie> continues West-Germanic *eo (i.e. *iu with a-umlaut) when it occurs in liegon ‘tell a lie’, and *ê when it occurs in hiera ‘here’ and the preterites riep ‘called out’, farliet ‘left’. The vowel written <uo> continues West-Germanic *ð and occurs in fuot ‘foot’, ruopen ‘call out’, and with final devoicing in guot ‘good’, muot ‘mood’, fluot ‘flood’ (dative fluode). These vowels may have been diphthongs, but since later dialects show evidence of the original /e/ and /ɔ/, there are three possibilities, all problematic: the psalms were from different dialects than the later tone dialects, or /ie/ and /uo/ later changed back to /e/ and /ɔ/, or written ie and uo actually represent contemporary /e:/ and /ɔ:/.

For Early MLb, I simply write *leeyæn ‘tell a lie’ and *voot ‘foot’.

The source of MLb *òò is i-umlaut of OLF *oo. We can assume that OLF *gruoni ‘green’ was *yɾrœnæ in Early MLb.

The long low vowel. The OLF long vowel written <æ> continues West-Germanic ã (Germanic *ë). The traditional notation is ã: slæpan ‘sleep’, jär ‘year’, gâvon ‘they gave’. Considering its later reflexes, it was probably pronounced as the back vowel [ɑ:] in the Franconian areas. For early MLb, I write slaapæn.

All of the later dialects can have i-umlaut of this vowel, so we can safely assume kâsi > *kææzi > *kææzæ. None of the later dialects makes a difference between this *aæ from unumlauted PWG *ã and *ee from monophthongized PWG *au (which was discussed above). Thus, we have Geleen kíæs, Maasbracht kíæs, and Roermond kíes. It is likely, therefore, that the two vowels must have fallen together some time during MLb, perhaps early. Since the MHG handbooks distinguish the two sounds, however, writing them as <æ> and <ê>, I will distinguish *aæ and *ee for Early MLb.

The short high vowels. The OLF short vowels written <i> and <u> continue West Germanic *i and *u: ist ‘is’, tunga ‘tongue’, ruggi ‘back (ridge)’. If we take into consideration their reflexes in any modern West Germanic language, the vowels written i and u in older West Germanic scribal traditions must usually be regarded as not entirely high, i.e. as i, o, and (with umlaut) y. This must have been especially true of OLF, since these vowels would later become ee, oo and òò after Open Syllable Lengthening, as the table indicates. Following most work on dialects in these regions, I write the vowels as e, o and ò (MLb *es, *tongæ, *róggæ).
The short low vowel. The OLF short vowel written <a> continues West Germanic *a without i-umlaut: sal ‘shall’, craft ‘strength’.

The short front mid vowel. The OLF orthographic symbol <e>, when referring to a short vowel, continues two different West Germanic sources: *a with i-umlaut, and *e. Since the later East Limburgian dialects (although not Venlo) distinguish between ae as a reflex of PWG *e without i-umlaut and e as a reflex of PWG *e and *a with i-umlaut, the distinction must have been available in OLF if this language is to be the predecessor of those dialects. The distinction was not always available in the form of an i or j in the next syllable. Thus, the attested OLF forms tellon ‘tell’ and settan ‘set’ have an original *a with i-umlaut (PWG *tlajan, *satjan) without having an i in the second syllable, whereas present-day East Limburgian has telon ‘count’ and zeton with overt reflexes of i-umlaut. If all OLF e had been pronounced in the same way, the modern reflexes of tellon and settan would have been telon and zeton, with the same vowel as in væxtan ‘fight’ from fehtan. It seems likely, therefore, that the OLF symbol e stood for two different vowels, a higher one in the case of i-umlaut of *a or *e, and a lower one in the case of *e without i-umlaut. This situation is the same as with the scribal traditions of most Old High German dialects, in which the contrast was not written but for which a contrast is nowadays generally assumed on the basis of some later dialects (Middle High German grammars write e for e and ĕ for ae). Thus, we can assume MLb tellan, zetan, bedda ‘bed’, weggə ‘loaf’, best ‘best’ (<*batist).

The short back mid vowel. The OLF short vowel written <o> continues West Germanic *o (a-umlaut of Germanic u); folkon ‘people’, thorna ‘thorn’. It was probably [ʂ]. Since OLF o arises from a-umlaut, we do not expect many opportunities for i-umlaut; the attested form ovir ‘over’ could be the basis of MLb *œuvər and NLb œœovər, a local variant of œœovər (<*œuvər <*uvir).

3.4. Reconstruction of the Early Middle Limburgian consonant system

Three changes in consonants are relevant to the conditioning of tone. First, obstruents devoiced in final position. This First Final Devoicing is already apparent in the attested OLF, and marked in this paper by underlining (e.g. got ‘God-NOMSG’ versus godis ‘God-GENSG’). Second, non-geminate fricatives became voiced in intervocalic position (käsi > keeza). Third, vowels in final unstressed syllables were neutralized to schwa. Three changes irrelevant to tonogenesis were: the voicing of most fricatives (fuir > vyyr, sēla > zeela), followed by the change of non-intervocalic õ (from th) to ð; and i-umlaut, which had created the new vowels ðø, ðey, ðece, and y, merged the vowels of ūwila and käsi with those of fui̯ and sēla, and caused the split between ae and e. Eastern Low Franconian shares all of these six changes with most High German dialects, including Ripuarian and Moselle Franconian. Examples of MLb words in this stage are wiin, vyyr, yyla, fiuus, deef, yeovna, book, klein, breit, reyværæ, lüpæn, zeela, kærææ, hœœææn, dock, slaapæn. The Central Franconian dialects differed from their Low Franconian neighbours only in their voiceless obstruents (boox, lœufæn, slaafæn).

4 Van Wijk (1912/1929) uses the notations ĕ and ū for OLF (e.g. tellon, settan, gëvan, fehtan).
3.5. The dialects in space

This paper mainly refers to those dialects that have no tone-related segmental changes, namely Geleen and the towns and villages to the West of it, and the villages between Roermond and Sittard. The Roermond dialect will be referred to because there is reliable information about its tones in a dictionary (Kats 1985), but the opening diphthongs /ɔə, øə, oə/ have monophthongized and merged with /ɛə, øø, oo/. The (older) Sittard dialect will be referred to, but here /ée, øø, óo/ have diphthongized to /éi, óéi, 5u/ (Dols 1944), causing a merger with schwa-drop-caused /éi, óéi, 5u/, while /ɔə, øə, oə/ have turned into /ée, øø, óo/ as in Roermond. The city of Venlo, in the Northern periphery of East Limburgian, is very different and will only very occasionally be mentioned. The Central and West Limburgian dialects of Maastricht, Weert, and the whole Belgian part of Limburg are too different to discuss. In the German part of East Limburgian (e.g., Dülken), the dialects are different as well.

For the present-day forms transcribed in this paper without location the segmental part will be based on the Geleen dialect, but the tones will be based only on absolutely reliable sources, namely on the Roermond data by Kats (1985), the Sittard data by Dols (1944), and occasional Maasbracht data by Ben Hermans (p.c.). If these reliable sources reveal regional variation in tone, this will be noted with markings such as “Rm.” and “Sitt.” where needed. If all reliable sources mention the same tone, and this tone does not contradict the present author’s less reliable knowledge of Geleen, I will generalize this tone on the otherwise Geleen-based transcription without further comment. This transcription strategy is not 100 percent error-proof, but is currently optimal for combining maximally contrastive segmental transcriptions with maximally reliable tone transcriptions.

4. Reconstruction of the Early Middle Limburgian accent

The first pattern to explain is why the Early MLb long non-high vowels (*aa, *εε, *ɔɔ, *ee, *øø, *oo) later on came to behave differently from the long high vowels (*ii, *yy, *uu), the diphthongs (*ei, *ıu), and the short vowels (*a, *æ, *ɛ, *ɔ, *e, *ø, *o). The basic proposal will be that the six long non-high vowels were bimoraic, and that all the others were monomoraic. The following sections discuss in detail the reconstructed synchronic representations of all these sounds.

For each sound we have to distinguish three kinds of representations. First, there is the underlying form. The absence or presence (in the underlying form) of accent placement or tones will tell us what kinds of lexical contrasts the language has. The second relevant representation is the phonological surface structure, which is a prosodic structure containing metrical material (moras, syllables, feet) and tones (H, L). This is the structure that the speaker’s grammar has to create out of the underlying form, and it is also the structure that the listener has to create out of overt auditory-phonetic information. The third relevant representation, then, is this overt auditory-phonetic pronunciation. Since the case of language evolution presented in this paper is proposed to reside for a large part in acquisition, and the acquisition processes proposed in this paper depend on the idea that the child has to invent phonological structures on the basis of overt primary language data, the phonetic representation under scrutiny here must be of an auditory rather than of an articulatory nature.
4.1. Underlying forms of non-high vowels in open syllables: a moraicity contrast

As is evident from table (5), Early MLb non-high vowels were contrastive for length. If we disregard some possible slight detail in vowel quality, we can see several short–long pairs, for instance *e ~ *ee, *ɔ ~ *ɔɔ, and *a ~ *aɑ. If length was contrastive, it had to be indicated in the underlying form. I follow here the usual solution of writing short vowels as monomoraic, long vowels as bimoraic. The underlying timing structures for short and long non-high vowels, then, are those presented in (6).

(6) Early MLb underlying forms for short non-high vowels

| n a m ø  w æ k ø  b e k ø  p ø n  h ø m ø l  k ø k ø n ø  s t o v ø |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| ‘name’          | ‘week’          | ‘brook’         | ‘open’          | ‘heaven’        | ‘kitchen’       | ‘stove’         |

(7) Early MLb underlying forms for long non-high vowels

| s l a ø p ø n  k æ æ z ø  z æ l ø  h æ æ r ø n  b ø n ø |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| ‘sleep–INF’     | ‘cheese’        | ‘soul’          | ‘hear–INF’      | ‘bean’          |

| s p e e y θ l  y r o ø n ø  k ö k ø |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| ‘mirror’        | ‘green’         | ‘cake’          |

I could have written each vowel in (7) with a single vowel symbol connected to two moras. This is often done in the notation of metrical structures. I chose instead to use the slightly redundant two-symbol notation here for the sake of readability, i.e. in order to have segmental representations that are similar to the linearized abbreviations of these underlying forms, which are [slɑapən], [kææzə], [zɛələ], and so on.

The underlying forms in (7) contain no marks for stress. This is because MLb did not have lexical stress. All stress was assigned by the grammar, as shown in the next section.

4.2. Surface structures for non-high vowels in open syllables: moraic stress

Stress in OLF quite likely fell on the first syllable of a word, disregarding a limited number of unstressed prefixes such as ge- and far-. As we see in table (5), the first syllable of a word could contain any of ten long vowels and diphthongs and any of five short vowels. The last syllable of a word could contain only a short vowel, mostly -a, -e, -i and -o. Because these final vowels historically derive from Proto-Indo-European long vowels, the reduced inventory of final vowels must be a Germanic innovation, and scholars agree that the cause of this reduction is the Germanic shift from a lexical accent on the first or second syllable to a grammatical accent on the first syllable. This accent shift caused initial syllables to become increasingly longer, and final syllables to become increasingly shorter.

In MLb, the unstressed vowel inventory had shrunk even more. There may not have been any other final unstressed vowels than *ə, and full unstressed vowels only in derivational suffixes such as -liik ‘-ly’ and -okkiin ‘(diminutive)’. We can assume, then, that Early MLb, like OLF, had a grammatical accent that fell within the first syllable.
(again disregarding some unstressed prefixes), even in words that derive from Latin, such as * kokana ‘kitchen’ < *coquīna.

I propose that the MLb accent was not carried by the initial syllable but by the initial mora (for a possible explanation, see the following section). The difference is illustrated by considering the alignment of sentence-internal focus intonation contours, which I assume to have been H*L for declarative focus (where H* is the high focus tone and L the transition to the low boundary tone) and L*H for interrogative focus (where L* is the low focus tone and H the transition to a high or high-low boundary tone). In present-day German, Dutch and English we can assume that the tone bearer is the syllable, and that it can host two tones, so that the stressed syllable (i.e. the accented syllable of the stressed word) carries the whole HL (or LH) movement. In MLb, I assume that the tone bearer was the mora, and that it could host only a single tone. The H* (or L*) was then connected only to the first mora, while the boundary L (or H) was connected to the following moras. This leads to the surface structures in (8) and (9).

(8) Early MLb surface structures for short non-high vowels, aligned to H*L

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n a m o</td>
<td>w æ k o</td>
<td>b e k o</td>
<td>p o n</td>
<td>h e m o l</td>
<td>k ø k o n o</td>
<td>s t o v o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

(9) Early MLb surface structures for long non-high vowel, aligned to H*L

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s l u a p o n</td>
<td>k æ æ z o</td>
<td>z æ æ l o</td>
<td>h æ æ r o n</td>
<td>b o n o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s p e e y o l</td>
<td>y r o o n o</td>
<td>k o o k o</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

The recipe for creating these structures can thus be formulated as follows:

(10) Recipe for creating tone structures inside MLb sentences

a. the declarative focus intonation is H*L, the interrogative focus intonation is L*H;
b. the first mora of a word carries the accent;
c. moras can host one tone (H or L);
d. tones are aligned from left to right, starting with the accented mora.

Present-day reflexes. For the long non-high vowels in (9), the structures in (9) have survived to the present day, at least for those words that did not lose the second syllable. These divide into four types, all of which can be seen in (11) and (12): words that used to consist of three or more syllables, disyllabic words whose second syllable used to end in -ør, -øl, or -øm, or -øn (e.g. the infinitive and first and third persons plural present and past of most verbs, the past participle of strong verbs, the plural of most nouns
whose singular ended in -o, the first constituent of many compounds, and the masculine singular of adjectives, which derives from the MLb accusative case), some disyllabic words whose second syllable ended in -o (namely the plural and feminine singular of adjectives ending in a MLb plosive or voiceless consonant cluster), and a couple of monosyllabic words that ended in a vowel. For such words, the present-day reflexes of long non-high vowels in open syllables usually follow the structures in (9), i.e. they carry the acute accent.

In non-voiced cases, i.e. where the following consonant was and is voiceless, or where there was no following consonant, the predictability of the present-day accent from the structures in (9) is nearly perfect, as can be seen in (11). The only exceptions are formed by two specific morphological categories, namely some comparative forms of adjectives and the first and third person plural of the past tense of a number of strong verbs.

(11) Modern forms with originally long non-high vowels in open syllables, non-voiced case: nearly always acute


Early MLb *ææ > Gel. éa (Rm. Sitt. éé): yáspréakálak ‘talkative’ (cf. NHG ‘Gespräch ‘talk’’) < *yáspréækálik, Sitt. éekor ‘bucket’

Early MLb *ee > Gel. éa (Rm. Sitt. éé): zéa ‘sea’

Early MLb *œœ > Gel. óa (Rm. Sitt. óo): (no cases known)

Early MLb *oo > Gel. óa (Rm. Sitt. óo): yróata ‘large-PL/FEMSG’ < *yrotóta, yróatan\(^6\) ‘large-MASCMSG’ < *yrotóta ‘(acc.)’, jtóatan ‘thrust-INF/1,3PL’, yajtótan ‘thrust (p.p.)’, Rm. Sitt. yrotàr ‘larger’

Early MLb *ee > Gel. Rm. éé (Sitt. ē): déépa ‘deep-PL/FEMSG’, déépan ‘deep-MASCMSG’, Rm. déépar ‘deeper’, yánéetan ‘enjoy’, jétéan ‘shoot’, Sitt. jléitan ‘close’, zéeka ‘infected-PL/FEMSG’, zéékan ‘infected-MASCMSG’, Rm. jléépan / Sitt. jléipan\(^7\) ‘slept-1,3PL.’, Rm. léétan / Sitt. léitan ‘let-PAST1,3PL’, Rm. réépan / Sitt. réipan ‘called-1,3PL.’, knée ‘knee’ (Sitt. knéé; Rm. knij)

\(^5\) The final -n of the infinitive, past participle, and most other forms written here with -an shows up only before words that start with a vowel (i.e. a glottal stop) or ifi, thereby usually replacing the glottal stop or ifi. Because the citation form drops n, few authors on Limburgian include n in their transcriptions. I do write -an in this paper in order to distinguish these NLb forms unambiguously from MLb forms that ended in a -o that was later lost. Thus, MLb had *stroata ~ *struatan ‘street ~ streets’, NLb has jtróst ~ jtróstán), the last of which is written here as jtróstan. This n is similar to ‘linking r’ in English in that it is also used in some non-etymological cases such as after the enclitic -zo ‘you-SG’. However, it cannot be used ‘intrusively’ after adjectival plurals and feminine singulars such as yróata and déépa, i.e. those words that exceptionally retained MLb final -o.

\(^6\) The final -n of the masculine singular of adjectives shows up before words that start with a vowel, fi, d, t, or n; the glottal stop or ifi need not be deleted. In other positions, the -n is deleted (in Venlo, it turns into -m before b).

\(^7\) According to Dols (1944), the diphthong in these three Sittard past tenses betrays an earlier acute.
Early MLb *ɔo > Gel. Rm. ọọ (Sitt. ọi): zóokən ‘seek’, zóọtə ‘sweet-PL/FEMSG’, zóọtən ‘sweet-MASCSG’

Early MLb *oo > Gel. Rm. ọọ (Sitt. ọu): róopən ‘call-INF/1,3PL’, yəróopən ‘called (p.p.)’, kọo ‘cow’ (Sitt. kọu; Rm. ku)

In voiced cases, the great majority of present-day polysyllables has an acute as well, at least in Sittard, as can be seen in (12). A non-negligible minority, though, is seen to have an unexpected circumflex, especially in Roermond (as observed by Dols 1944). An explanation for these exceptions was given both by Maurmann (1898) and by Dols and is discussed in §7.3.

(12) Modern forms with originally long non-high vowels in open syllables, voiced case: usually acute

Early MLb *aa > Gel. Rm. Sitt. òò: jómər ‘a pity’, jwóọrər ‘brother-in-law’, Rm. vróọyən / Sitt. vróọyən ‘ask-INF/1,3PL’, Rm. rọọjən / Sitt. rọọjən ‘guess’ < *rọọdən, Rm. bróọjən / Sitt. bróọən ‘fry’ < *braọdən, błoọζən ‘blow’, ɣəbləζən ‘blown’

Early MLb *æe > Gel. éa (Rm. Sitt. ée): jéamən ‘lament’, kréamər ‘salesman’, léyaŋ ‘low-MASCSG’, Rm. Sitt. leęyar ‘lower’, ɣəbəəran ‘strive’, Rm. keəzən m.pl. ‘cheeses’, fiəən ‘herring’ < *fiəəŋk

Early MLb *ee > Gel. éa (Rm. Sitt. ée): kéəən ‘turn-INF/1,3PL’ < *keəən < OLF kérən

Early MLb *œe > Gel. ọa (Rm. Sitt. ọọ): fiəəran ‘hear’

Early MLb *ćć > Gel. ọa (Rm. Sitt. ọọ): bọanən f.pl. ‘beans’

Early MLb *ee > Gel. éa (Sitt. éi): kéezən ‘choose’, varləeən ‘lose’ (Rm. varləəran), déenən ‘serve’, léeyən ‘tell a lie’, vléeyən ‘fly’, baddrəeən ‘cheat’, Rm. jpeeəyəl / Sitt. jpěiyyəl m. ‘mirror’


Early MLb *oo > Gel. Rm. ọọ (Sitt. ọu): Rm. fióovən / Mbr. fióovən / Sitt. fiuvən-fiuvən ‘need’, Rm. bļoəmən / Sitt. bļuəmən ‘flowers’

4.3. Pronunciation of non-high vowels in open syllables

Duration of vowels in OLF: short moras. The predecessor of MLb, Old Low Franconian, still had some full (although short) vowels in unstressed syllables, from which we can conclude that the Germanic shift to initial stress had not run to completion yet. In order to accommodate a final vowel contrast, the final syllable in OLF must have taken up an appreciable part of the time needed to pronounce the whole word. In such a situation, where final syllables are relatively long (as compared with later stages of the language), duration is probably not yet the main auditory cue to phonological stress. As a result, duration was a cue to phonological vowel length only: the short vowels may still have been pronounced really short, say 100 ms, and the long vowels twice that, i.e. 200 ms. Thus, we transcribe [namɔ] but [slɐːpan].
Duration of short vowels in MLb open syllables: long moras. Vowel durations changed in Early Middle Limburgian. The only allowed final vowel was -ə, and this must have been allowed to be pronounced with a very short duration, so that more of the duration could shift to the initial (i.e. stressed) syllable. In such a situation, duration can become an important auditory cue to stress. We can assume that language users match their own and others’ comprehension and production, so speakers will avoid producing stressed vowels with a duration of only 100 milliseconds.

The avoidance of very short rhymes must have affected most those syllables whose rhymes consisted of only a short vowel. The idea is that all other kinds of stressed syllables had something to contribute to length: long vowels may have been 200 ms long, and in closed syllables with a short vowel the coda consonant could contribute to the duration of the syllable, making it perhaps 160 ms. Open syllables with short vowels were now problematic if they lasted only 100 ms, which was too short for a listener to perceive them as stressed. Speakers will thus have lengthened specifically these vowels, perhaps to, say, 130 ms. The vowels in (8) were thus pronounced as half-long, e.g. *namə was pronounced [nəmə].

That this lengthening occurred is uncontroversial, because all these vowels would ultimately end up as long after a process of Open Syllable Lengthening (OSL), in Limburgian as well as in many other West Germanic languages, among which present-day standard English ([neim]), German ([nəmə]) and Dutch ([nəmə]). This process is generally thought to have taken several centuries to complete, and I propose that its consequences made themselves heard already in Early MLb.

MLb long vowels: incomplete push chain effect and short moras. The lengthening of the short non-high vowels may have caused the long non-high vowels to lengthen, but not to double the duration of a short vowel, i.e. not to 260 ms. We know this because in the West Germanic languages where OSL took place, the two kinds of vowels ended up being equally long (e.g. the lengthened vowel in Dutch maken is nowadays the same as the originally long vowel in Dutch slappen). Perhaps they just lengthened to 220 ms in MLb. I still simply write [sləpən]. If these 220 ms count as two moras, these moras must each have been shorter (namely 110 ms) than the lengthened mora of the short vowel (130 ms).

The alignment of the tone movement. In order to get the first “phonetic” tone distribution started, we need one assumption about the phonetic implementation of the surface structures in (8) and (9). The proposed phonetic implementation rule is simply: a high tone is audible on every voiced segment that is linked to a H in the surface structure, and a low tone is audible on every voiced segment linked to an L. The auditory forms of the words in (8) and (9) are therefore [ná’mə], [wá’kə], [békə], [ɔpən], [féməl], [kókənə], [stóvə], [sλąpən], [káæə], [zéelə], [fiêməl], [bόnə], [spéeyəl], [yɾɔnə], and [kókə].

The monomoraic circumflex. The short vowels in open syllable, like [áɻ], carry relatively long high tones: if counted from the mora head, they last 130 ms, as opposed to the high tones in words with long vowels, which last only 110 ms (i.e. one half of 220 ms). We could call this opposition monomoraic circumflex versus bimoraic acute, and perhaps write the above words in a mixed phonological–phonetic orthography (phonological length; phonetic accent) as *nämə, *wεkə, *békə, *spən, *fièməl, *kókənə, *stóvə, *sλάpən, *káæə, *zéelə, *fièoerən, *bόnə, *spéeyəl, *yɾɔnə, and *kókə.
**Foreshadowings.** In the auditory forms we already see two factors that contribute to the later tone contrast and its conditioning. First, the enhanced duration of the monomoraic high tones will later lead to their reinterpretation as linked to two moras rather than one (§5.1). Second, tone is audible on voiced consonants, not on unvoiced consonants. This difference will later lead (twice) to the cross-generational preservation of an association line to L for voiced consonants but not for unvoiced consonants (§5.5, §7.2, §7.3).

4.4. Short and long non-high vowels in closed syllables

If a short V was monomoraic and a long VV was bimoraic, how many moras went into a VC rhyme? In general, languages differ as to whether they count coda consonants as moraic. For MLb, I propose that codas in monosyllabic words were not moraic. The main reason for this is the phonetic duration of VC rhymes as compared to V and VV rhymes.

There are two reasons to think that the vowel in VC sequences was phonetically short, i.e. that these rhymes were pronounced [VC], not [VːC]. The first reason is theoretical and has been explained before: the C contributed to the duration of the rhyme, so that the vowel did not have to be lengthened in order to provide a duration cue for foot headship. The second reason is observational and involves back projection: the present-day languages that underwent OSL retain a length distinction between original [VC] and [VːC] rhymes (e.g. NLb man vs. jopp, NHG Mann vs. Schaf), whereas the original length distinction between [V] and [Vː] rhymes has been lost (e.g. NLb draayen vs. vraayen; a full merger is seen in NHG tragen versus fragen, both with the same long [arː]).

Imagine now a child who has to learn Middle Limburgian and has to decide on the number of moras in a [VC] rhyme. If such a rhyme is ambiguously monomoraic or bimoraic in languages with a [V] ~ [Vː] opposition, it must be biased towards monomoraic in languages with a [Vː] ~ [Vː] opposition, because the duration of [VC] is closer to that of a monomoraic V in languages that pronounce this as a lengthened [Vː] than in languages that pronounce this as a really short [V]. Thus, I propose that MLb children interpreted the [VC] rhyme as monomoraic. Some surface structures are shown in (13) and (14).

In (13), we see that closed syllables with short vowels consisted of one mora. The vowel heads the mora, and all consonants that follow the vowel are included as satellites into this same mora. In the case of monosyllabic words, no L is included in the structure; since these structures reflect a sentence-internal alignment with H*L, there is room for the L to be realized on the first syllable of the next word, analogously to what happens in (2).

(13) Early MLb structures for short vowels in closed syllables

\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
\mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu \\
\mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu \\
\end{array}
\]

man  hont  hald en  k p  k est o  la j k  la g o
‘man’ ‘dog’ ‘hold’ ‘head’ ‘chest’ ‘long’ long (adv.)

---

8 Sentence-finally, the L would either have to be deleted or (more interestingly) incorporated somehow into the last mora (a case of tone crowding).
In (14) we see that closed syllables with long vowels consist of two moras. There is always room to host both the H and the L tone.

(14) Early MLb surface structures for long non-high vowels in closed syllables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>j</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘year’ ‘first’ ‘grid’ ‘great’ ‘thief’ ‘savage’ ‘book’

If, as usual, the intonational cue to stress was implemented as a tonal movement directly after the first mora, *deev* must have been pronounced as [dɛɛf] or [dɛɛf] depending on the intonational contour of the sentence.

**Present-day reflexes.** The structures in (14) have survived in modern Limburgian, if a final schwa was not lost later. The forms are either MLb monosyllables (e.g. most masculine and neuter singular nouns, the imperative singular of most strong verbs, and the independent forms of most adjectives) or MLb polysyllables with the first syllable ending in -s or -r. The predictability is perfect: all of these forms have an acute accent and I am not aware of any exceptions in Geleen, Roermond, or Sittard.9

(15) Modern forms with originally long non-high vowels in closed syllable: acute


Early MLb *ææ > Gel. ɐː, Rm. Sitt. ɐː: (no instances known)

Early MLb *ee > Gel. ɐː, Rm. Sitt. ɐː: fiʃəl ‘whole’ (cf. non-monophtongized OHG heil), ɐʃta (Rm. ɐʃtə) ‘first-PL/EMPSG’ < *ɐʃtə (MHG ɐʃtə), ɐʃtan (Rm. ɐʃtən) ‘first-MASC-SG’

Early MLb *œœ > Gel. ɐː, Rm. Sitt. ɐː: rɔastar m. ‘grid’

Early MLb *ɔɔ > Gel. ɐː, Rm. Sitt. ɐː: jɾɔat ‘great’, dɔɔt m. ‘death’ (OLF dɔt), dɔt m. ‘dead’, rɔat ‘red’, lɔan n. ‘salary’, jʃɔat m. ‘thrust’, tɔan m. ‘tone’, jʃɔɔtjan ‘acute accent’, fiɔax ‘high’ < *fiɔɔx (i.e. not *fiɔɔx)

Early MLb *ee > Gel. Rm. ɐː, Sitt. ɐː: jef m. ‘thief’, lɛef ‘nice, cute’, lɛex(t) ‘light’ (OLF lioh), dɛef ‘deep’, jɛet ‘shoot-IMP-SG’, yanet ‘enjoy yourself’

Early MLb *ɔɔ > Gel. Rm. ɐː, Sitt. ɐː: wɔɔstan ‘savage-MASC-SG’


---

9 Some imperative singulats have a circumflex in the Low Franconian – Ripuarian transition dialects of Moresnet (Jongen 1972: 42): jľɔp.
4.5. Diphthongs

I propose that the MLb diphthongs *ei, *œy, and *uu were monomoraic. When short vowels in open syllables lengthen to half-long, their duration will approach that of the diphthongs, which do not have to lengthen (their duration is already compatible with foot headship). As the duration of short vowels in open syllable increases, a child learning MLb becomes more likely to perceive a diphthong as a single mora, as long as the comparably long lengthened vowel is perceived as a single mora.

Structurally, the diphthongs *ei, *œy, and *uu can be interpreted as monomoraic if we regard them as the underlying VC sequences /ɛj/, /œy/ and /ɔw/, and if coda consonants are still non-moraic. Conversely, if the diphthongs are VC sequences, they side with other VC sequences in not requiring lengthening of the first part in open syllables, and in being interpreted by learner as equally long as the lengthened vowels in open syllables, i.e. as monomoraic. We see some example words in (16), which assumes, as before, default left-to-right tone assignment on moras.

(16) Early MLb structures for diphthongs

If Middle Limburgian had the default phonetic interpretation of the link between segments and tones (§4.3), *bupon must have been pronounced as [İbwpœn] or [İbwpœn] depending on the intonation contour of the sentence. Aligned with H*L, the words in (16) sounded like [klẹjŋə], [brẹjt], [rœqværə], [İbwpœn], and [drɔwm], with the usual restriction of not sounding tone on voiceless segments.

The new situation. If we compare the data in (16) with those of the previous section, we see that Middle Limburgian had moving tones on long vowels, and level tones on diphthongs. The same diversion between monophthongs and diphthongs occurred in the early history of Lithuanian tonogenesis. Garde (1976) gives the form /sėdėtėːtə/, in which the two long vowels receive an acute, and the diphthong a circumflex.10

4.6. The long high vowels: monomoraic

The cross-linguistic weight distinction between CVV and CVC (§4.4) and the parallel development found in Lithuanian (§4.5) are enough for me to judge the proposed early MLb structures as typologically feasible. We do still have to explain why the high vowels (*ii, *yy, *uu) side with the diphthongs and short vowels rather than with the other long vowels, as they do in Lithuanian. In Lithuanian, the long high vowels receive an acute accent, suggesting that they were bimoraic in Lithuanian just like the non-high vowels. By contrast, I propose that in early MLb the long high vowels were monomoraic. Unlike Lithuanian /iː/ and /uː/, the MLb long high vowels did not have

10 Garde’s notation indicates that the diphthong was bimoraic, as in a later stage of MLb. It may have started its life as monomoraic, though.
to contrast with short vowels (all MLb short vowels were non-high), so that they were not pushed towards the duration of 220 ms that I proposed for the non-high long vowels. Also, long high vowels tend to be universally shorter than long non-high vowels, so that their duration may have been shorter than the old duration of the non-high vowels, which was 200 ms. Perhaps it was 170 ms, close to the duration of the lengthened short vowels. It was easy for a learner, then, to interpret these high vowels as monomoraic.

If the MLb long high vowels were monomoraic, there are still two possibilities for their phonological surface representation: they were phonologically simple short vowels (/i/, /y/, /u/), or they were, like the diphthongs, VC structures (/ij/, /yɥ/, /uw/). It is unlikely that *ii and *uu were short, since their later reflexes before /st/ are long (Rm. liistən ‘lists’, vuustən ‘fists’), whereas the later reflexes of the short vowels before /st/ are still short (Rm. kəstən ‘cupboards’, kəstən ‘cost’, kəstən ‘chest’, kəstən ‘coasts’). So it is likely that *ii and *uu were diphthongal VC structures (with non-moraic C). Liberman (1999) actually argues that *ii and *uu were the diphthongs /ij/ and /uw/ in the whole West-Germanic area. This would explain the fact that when later the lengthening of vowels in open syllables started to crowd the vowel space, the high vowels changed towards [aj] and [aw] independently in at least three unconnected areas (England, Brabant, and Bavaria, ultimately leading to the diphthongs in ‘wine’ and ‘house’ in standard English, Dutch, and German). The fact that none of the Scandinavian languages has developed this kind of diphthongs, despite the same lengthening of vowels in open syllables, should then be attributed to the idea that the Scandinavian high vowels were genuinely bimoraic /iː/ and /uː/. Thus, an explanation for the difference between Lithuanian and Limburgian is given in the structures in (17).

(17) Early MLb structures for long high vowels

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

blijvən | tijt | yułə | druvtə | huws

‘stay’ ‘time’ ‘owl’ ‘grape’ ‘house’

**Foreshadowings.** Given the diversion between non-high monophthongs on the one hand, and diphthongs and high vowels on the other hand, we can now already see the contours of an explanation for the behaviour of the words in §1 and §2: modern jlıspən ‘large’ has a moving tone because it has an original long vowel (MLb *słaapən), while breit ‘broad’ and laŋk ‘long’ have level tones because they have an original diphthong or short vowel. But we can also see that several issues still have to be settled: the apparent bimoraicity of modern breit and laŋk is related to a MLb process of open syllable lengthening (§5), and the fact that the moving tone in kniin ‘rabbits’ is different from the level tone in kniin ‘rabbit’ is related to a later process of final schwa drop (§7).

4.7. Geminate consonants: moraic

There is an exception to the non-moraicness of coda consonants. If the coda consonant is the first half of a geminate, it has to be represented lexically by a separate mora, at least according to the usual view of the singleton–geminate distinction in universalist
phonology. Thus, both long vowels (§4.1) and long consonants have an additional underlying mora. Surface structures will reflect this. Examples are in (18).

(18) Early MLb structures for geminates

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
H & L \\
\mid & \mu \\
\mid & \mu \\
\mid & \mu \\
b & e & d & d & \dd \\
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c|c}
H & L \\
\mid & \mu \\
\mid & \mu \\
\mid & \mu \\
k & a & t & t & \dd \\
\end{array}
\]

‘bed’ ‘cat’

I propose, therefore, that geminates project a mora, whereas syllable-final sonorants do not, e.g. that *kattə ‘cat’ has three moras but *kanta ‘side’ (§4.4) only two.

Under the usual assumptions, the articulations must have been [bɛ́d̥d̥ə́] and [kÀttə́]. The auditory forms must just have been [bɛ́d̥d̥ə́] and [kÀttə́], because tones can only be heard on voiced consonants. In other words, an intrasyllabic fall was heard on *bedda, but not on *katta.

4.8. The predictable accent contrast and its phonetic correlates

The previous sections illustrate that Early MLb and other Franconian dialects had a predictable (i.e. non-lexical) phonological accent contrast. The accent could be predicted by the number of moras in the syllable, which was always unambiguously derivable from the phonetic duration.

First, there was the predictable phonetic acute accent: when aligned to H*L, this was realized as a short H mora followed by L. It audibly occurred in the long non-high vowels [dà], [ɛ̃ɛ], [ɛ̃ę], [ɛ̃ɔ], [ɛ̃ʊ], [ɛ̃æ], [ɛ̃ə], [ɛ̃o], and in the voiced geminates such as [ɛ̃ń]. There was also a predictable phonetic circumflex accent: when aligned to H*L, this was realized as a long H mora. It audibly occurred in the lengthened vowels [á̃], [ɛ̃ɛ], [ɛ̃ę], [ɛ̃ɔ], [ɛ̃ʊ], and [ɛ̃ə], in the long non-high vowels [í̃j],[ý̃j], and [ú̃w], in the diphthongs [é̃j],[é̃ɛ], and [é̃ʊ], and in sequences of a short vowel and a voiced non-geminate coda (which was always a sonorant) such as [é̃ń]. The remaining rhymes were sequences of a short vowel and a voiceless coda. The geminate case was articulatorily acute, i.e. had an early fall ([ɛ̃ś]₃), while the non-geminate case was articulatorily circumflex, i.e. had a late fall ([ɛ̃ś]₃), but auditorily both were ambiguous ([ɛ̃ś]₃, [ɛ̃śś]₃), because tone cannot be heard on voiceless segments.

5. The Late Middle Limburgian bimoraic reanalysis

It is a surprisingly small step from the predictable phonetic accent contrast described in §4.8 to a lexical accent contrast. Since the predictability in §4.8 depends on knowing the number of moras in the first syllable, all that is needed for the switch to occur is that the lexical length contrast, which relies on having different numbers of moras in a syllable, is suspended. Precisely that is what happened when Open Syllable Lengthening proceeded in Late Middle Limburgian and its Central Franconian neighbours.
5.1. Even more lengthening of vowels in open syllables

In §4.3 we saw that as a result of the West-Germanic initial stress shift, phonologically short (i.e. monomoraic) vowels in open syllables were phonetically half-long. Thus, *makan ‘make’ was pronounced [maːkɔn].

When this lengthening progressed over the generations, the phonetic durations of the phonologically short vowels in open syllable came very close to the durations of the phonologically long vowels. As a result, some learners decided to ignore the duration distinction between the two groups and to analyse the lengthened vowels as bimoraic. We know that this happened in the histories of many current Germanic languages, and our Franconian dialects formed no exception. But whereas in most languages the lengthening vowels completely coalesced with the originally long vowels, the Franconian dialects kept the distinction alive, albeit not in the mora count.

The location of the pitch drop in Early MLb was after the first syllable in these words, i.e. [má:kɔn] and [ná:rɔn], and it is this syllable alignment that the learners honoured in their newly constructed phonological representations. If the vowels in [má:kɔn] and [ná:rɔn] are reinterpreted as bimoraic, and the tone movement is interpreted as occurring after the first syllable, the learner has no option but to interpret the H tone as including both the first and the second mora. The structures in (19) now become those in (19). For the lengthened vowels, the distinction between *æ and *ɛ was lost, either at this point or later; I will write both as ee from now on.

(19) Late MLb surface structures for lengthened non-high vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>\</td>
<td>|</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Present-day reflexes. For the lengthened non-high vowels in (19), the structures in (19) have survived to the present day, at least for those words that did not lose the second syllable (phonetically, the present-day circumflexes are longer than the acutes, a length reversal that I return to in §9). Examples from present-day Limburgian are listed in (20) and (21). All of these forms necessarily have two or more syllables, since no short vowels occurred word-finally in Early MLb monosyllables.

(20) Modern forms with lengthened vowels in open syllables,
    non-voiced case: always circumflex

Early MLb *a > aː: maːkɔn ‘make’, naːtə ‘wet-Pl/FEMsg’, aːpɔn m.pl. ‘apes’


Early MLb *ɛ > eː: beːkɔn f.pl. ‘brooks’, peːpɔr m. ‘pepper’


---
Early MLb *e > eː: yəweẽkɔn ‘give way’, yəleẽkɔn ‘seemed’, yəbeẽtɔn ‘bitten’, leẽkɔn ‘leak’

Early MLb *o > oː: kookɔn f. ‘kitchen’ < *kɔkɔna (MHG küchene), jloɔtɔl m. ‘key’

Early MLb *o > oː: (no examples)

(21) Modern forms with lengthened vowels in open syllables, voiced case: usually circumflex


Early MLb *e > eː: zeẽvɔn ‘saws’, Rm. zẽvɔn ‘saw’ (denominative verb)


Early MLb *e > eː: jpeẽlɔn ‘play’, hẽeɔl m. ‘heaven’, zeẽvɔn ‘seven’, yəbleẽvɔn ‘stayed’, reẽyɔl m. ‘ruler’ (NHG Riegel)

Early MLb *o > oː: oõvɔr ‘over’ < *ovɔr (NHG über), bɔõyɔl m. ‘braces’ (NHG Bügel), mɔõlɔn f. ‘mill’ < *molɔnə, yəboõvɔn ‘happen’, lɔõyɔn f. ‘lie’ (NHG Lüge)

Early MLb *o > oː: zoõmɔr m. ‘summer’, woõnɔn ‘dwell’, voõyɔl m. ‘bird’

The new situation. For the originally long non-high vowels, the structures will still be those in (9). The alignment of H*L with moras is no longer predictable from the number of moras in the syllable. It is possible, of course, that the H*L alignment was predictable from vowel quality, i.e. the lengthened vowels might have been ‘lax’, the originally long vowels ‘tense’, or some such contrast. However, at some point in time the qualities of the lengthened vowels have fallen together with those of the originally long vowels, in all languages involved. Present-day East Limburgian constitutes no exception, as we can see when comparing (11), (12) and (15) with (20) and (21) for present-day ɔɔ, ee, oo, and ɔo.

If Early MLb *ɔɔ had already shifted to *ɔɔ in Late MLb (and Early MLb *ɔɔ had shifted to *ɔɑ), then it is possible that the four originally long MLb vowels *ɔɔ, *ẽẽ, *ɔɔ, and *ɔɔ already coalesced with the lengthened vowels *ɔɔ, *ẽẽ, *ɔɔ, and *ɔɔ in Late MLb. In that case, Late MLb had a lexical mora-accent contrast for these four vowels.

11 With a z introduced from the infinitive kéezɔn.
We do not have sufficient information yet as to whether and where the vowel groups coalesced. Some relevant examples, though, can be found. From 14th century Sittard, forms like *daighen ‘days-DAT’ (< *dayan), saicken ‘things’ (< *zakan), and *aepen/oopen ‘open’ (< *opan) have been transmitted (Dols 1944: 200–202), with i and e used as length symbols, indicating that the vowel lengthening had reached phonological (i.e. bimoraic) status; this is confirmed by writing an original *aa with a single vowel symbol, as in beswaren ‘burden’ and na ‘after’, which indicates coalescence with the lengthened vowel.

If such written evidence is valid, a lexical mora-accent contrast must have emerged for the non-high long vowels already in Late MLb. But even if Late MLb vowels were also distinguishable on the basis of tenseness or some such thing, the mora alignment distinction must have been a major auditory cue to the new distinction between *ɔ̄e/ɔ̄e/ɔ̄e on the one hand and *ɔ̄ı̄e/ɔ̄ı̄e/ɔ̄ı̄e on the other. In such a case, one could just as well say that vowel quality was predictable from mora alignment as that mora alignment was predictable from vowel quality.

### 5.2. Bimoraic reanalysis of diphthongs

Now that ‘short’ vowels had been reanalysed as bimoraic, the diphthongs had to follow suit. That is, children had to interpreted these as bimoraic a fortiori. We can therefore use VV notations (/ei/, /œy/, /ɔu/) again. The structures in (16) now become those in (22).

(22) Early MLb structures for diphthongs

```
+---+---+---+
| H | L | H |
+---+---+---+
| μ | μ | μ |
+---+---+---+
klein  breet  roeværo  loupon  drum
```

Present-day reflexes. In words that did not lose their final syllable, the diachronic predictability of the accent is good. As usual, some morphological classes and disyllabic voiced cases diverge.

(23) Modern forms with diphthongs in open syllables:

- non-voiced cases: always circumflex


  Early MLb *œy > œi: dœipän ‘bapťase’ (NHG taufen has lost the umlaut)

  Early MLb *ɔu > ɔu: łoıpän ‘run, walk INF’, koıpän ‘buy-INF’

(24) Modern forms with diphthongs in open syllables:

- voiced cases: usually circumflex

Early MLb *œi > ei: droëimân ‘dream’, yloëivân ‘believe’ (NHG glauben has lost the umlaut), boëivân ‘bend, bow’ (note that NHG beugen; Du. buigen [bøyə] is a false friend)

Early MLb *ou > ŏi: ŏûvân n.pl. ‘eyes’, dûvân ‘deaf-MASC SG’

(25) Modern forms with diphthongs in closed syllables: always circumflex


Early MLb *œy > œi: (probably no examples)

Early MLb *ou > ŏi: lôüp ‘run, walk (leap) IMP SG’, knôup m. ‘button’, roôk m. ‘smoke’, deïk n. ‘leek’, fûôp m. ‘heap’ (note that NHG Haufen < MHG hîfe is a false friend), õûx (Venlo cuk) ‘also’ < *cûk (k > x testifies of being in the Rhenish fan), bôum m. ‘tree (beam)’, zoûm m. ‘seam’, drouûm m. ‘dream’, toûm m. ‘bridle (team)’, doûf ‘deaf’

5.3. Bimoraic reanalysis of long high vowels

High vowels were now interpreted as bimoraic as well. The forms in (17) were reinterpreted as those in (26), with two high-toned moras (in sentence-internal H*L alignment) each carries by a full vowel.

(26) Late MLb structures for long high vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>H</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/µ</td>
<td></td>
<td>/µ</td>
<td></td>
<td>/µ</td>
<td></td>
<td>/µ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ţ</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Present-day reflexes. The structures in (26) have survived in NLb, at least if the final syllable was not lost.

(27) Modern forms with high vowels in open syllables:

non-voiced case: always circumflex


Early MLb *yy > ųy: kyikân n. ‘chicken’ (< kiikân), ryikân ‘smell’

(28) Modern forms with high vowels in open syllables: voiced case: usually circumflex


Early MLb *yy > yy: zyỳvar ‘clean’, yỳlan m.pl. ‘owls’, fỳyran ‘hire’, jtyyran ‘send, steer’


(29) Modern forms with high vowels in closed syllables: always circumflex


Early MLb *yy > yy: vyỳn ‘fire’


5.4. Bimoraic reanalysis of vowel-sonorant sequences

The long H tone was audible on all sequences of short vowel and tautosyllabic sonorant coda. As in the case of the diphthongs and high vowels, learner will have interpreted this sequence as a bimoraic circumflex. The relevant cases in (13) will be reanalysed as the structures in (30).

(30) Early MLb structures for short vowels in closed syllables

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
H & H & H & L & H & H & L \\
\mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu \\
\mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu \\
\mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu & \mu \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
\text{màn} & \text{font} & \text{hàldàn} & \text{laγk} & \text{laγgə} \\
\end{array}
\]

Present-day reflexes. The structures in (30) have been preserved in NLb, at least in words where no syllable was later lost (by final schwa drop, see §7) or gained (by schwa insertion into sequences like -lf and -rx, see §12.2) and otherwise no segments dropped (by lenition and degemination, see §7.7 and §12.1). The present forms are listed in (31) and (32). As usual, forms where there is a following voiced consonant are listed separately; all these are from Venlo, because lenition and degemination later deleted a segment in the other dialects, causing these forms to go into a different accent class (§7.7).

(31) Modern forms with tautosyllabic vowel-sonorant sequences: non-voiced case: always circumflex

(for nonhomorganic cluster cases see §12.2)

Early MLb *am > am: däm m. ‘vapour’

12 The underlining of the t is based on the MLb reconstructed form, which must have had d (e.g. NHG Braut). Present-day Roermond has the unexpected plural bruùtan.
Early MLb *om > oñ: doñp\textsuperscript{13} ‘dumb’, koñp m. ‘bowl’ (MHG kumpf)

Early MLb *an > añ: mañ ‘man’ < *man, Venlo kañ ‘can-1,3SG’, vañ ‘of, from’, ñañ
c, f. ‘hand’ < *fiant, lañc n. ‘land’, zañc n. ‘sand’, wañc f. ‘wall’, kañc\textsuperscript{13}can f.pl. ‘sides’ < *kantan

Early MLb *en > eñ: eñ ‘in’, Rm. kiñc, Gel. keñc n. ‘child’, Rm. weñc\textsuperscript{13}ar, Gel. weñ\textsuperscript{13}ar m. ‘winter’

Early MLb *on > oñ: hoñc m. ‘dog’, yöñc m. ‘ground’, moñc m. ‘mouth’, yaxoñc ‘healthy’, bloñc ‘blonde’

Early MLb *an > añ: lañk ‘long’, dañk m. ‘thanks’, yañk m. ‘gait, passage’

Early MLb *aŋ > eŋ: deŋk\textsuperscript{13}an ‘think’

Early MLb *eŋ > eŋ: Rm. deŋk, Gel. deŋk n. ‘thing’, Rm. reŋk, Gel. reŋk m. ‘ring’

Early MLb *al > aľ: bał m. ‘ball’, al ‘all’, vaľ m. ‘fall’, kal m. ‘chat’, zal ‘shall-
1,3SG’, vaľ m. ‘wall’, Venlo\textsuperscript{14} alt ‘old’, Venlo kal\textsuperscript{14} ‘cold’, Venlo walt n. ‘wood’, Venlo zalt n. ‘salt’

Early MLb *æl > ɐł: ɐæł\textsuperscript{14} n. ‘money’, fiæł ‘hard’

Early MLb *ɔl > ɐľ: vał ‘full’

Early MLb *el > eľ: weł ‘want-1SG’, Rm. we\textsuperscript{14}c, Gel. we\textsuperscript{14}c ‘wild’

(32) Modern forms with tautosyllabic vowel-sonorant sequences:
voiced case: usually circumflex

Early MLb *an > añ: Venlo an\textsuperscript{14}dær ‘other’

Early MLb *en > eñ: Venlo beñ\textsuperscript{14}an ‘bind’

Early MLb *on > oñ: Venlo on\textsuperscript{14}dær ‘under’

Early MLb *al > aľ: Venlo\textsuperscript{15} fiæ\textsuperscript{15}dan ‘hold’

5.5. Reanalysis of voiced and voiceless geminates

The next question to answer is how the learning child interpreted the auditory forms
[bédd\textsuperscript{15}a]\textsubscript{2}, and [kát\textsuperscript{15}t\textsuperscript{15}a]\textsubscript{2} (§4.7). Now that the language allows acute as well as
circumflex syllables, it is no longer evident that the child should interpret both forms as
acute, as their parents were forced to do. In fact, we know that the present-day dialects
tend to distinguish these forms (as least their MLb plurals *be\textsuperscript{15}d\textsubscript{15}an ‘beds’ and
*katt\textsuperscript{15}an ‘cats’ which did not undergo final schwa drop later). In the modern language,
where the difference between the two groups has become larger, ‘beds’ has a clearly

13 The underlined final clusters mp, nc, nk, and âc derive from the MLb ‘underlyingly voiced’ mp, nt, nk, and lt, which became mb, nd, ng, and ld before a vowel. Late MLb deleted the plosives in
prevocalic position, leaving just the present-day m, n, ñ, and â in prevocalic position (as well as word-
finally in cases of schwa drop). See §7.7 for more detail.

14 These Venlo forms end in -aât or -a\textsuperscript{14}t\textsuperscript{15} etc. in the other dialects. According to Van der Meer (1949:
299), Venlo mainly had -a\textsuperscript{14}t\textsuperscript{15} in the 14th century as well, and -a\textsuperscript{14}lt-like forms were reintroduced in the
15th century.

15 This form is fiä\textsuperscript{15}jan in the other dialects. The same comment as in the previous footnote applies here.
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audible acute whereas ‘cats’ has a clearly audible circumflex (Ben Hermans, p.c.; see §12.1 for details).

Although the acute for *bedda and the circumflex for *katta could have arisen later, it is tempting to seek the cause of the distinction in the bimoraic reanalysis of Late MLb, when children had the first chance to create it. Thus, I propose that the structures of (18) turned into the contrasting pair in (33).

(33) Late MLb structures for geminates, aligned to H*L

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H} & \quad \text{L} \\
\mu \mu & \quad \mu \\
\mu & \quad \mu \\
\text{b} \quad \text{e} \quad \text{d} \quad \text{d} \quad \text{a} \\
\end{align*}
\begin{align*}
\text{H} & \quad \text{L} \\
\mu \mu & \quad \mu \\
\mu & \mu \\
\text{k} \quad \text{a} \quad \text{t} \quad \text{t} \quad \text{a}
\end{align*}
\]

Taking the structures in (33) at face value, the first thought of a phonologist is that the explanation for the split must lie in the commonly attested correlation of tone with voice, namely that H tones go together with voicelessness and L tones with voicedness. This correlation is visible in (33), and in fact a similar explanation has been provided by Hermans (2006) for a similar but different case in Limburgian. However, the voice-tone correlation exemplified so beautifully in (33) in fact owes its plausibility entirely to the presence of the H*L (declarative) contour that I used to illustrate sentence-internal surface structure. I could just as well have used the L*H (interrogative) contour. In that case, the surface structures would have been those in (34).

(34) Late MLb structures for geminates, aligned to L*H

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{L} & \quad \text{H} \\
\mu \mu & \quad \mu \\
\mu & \mu \\
\text{b} \quad \text{e} \quad \text{d} \quad \text{d} \quad \text{a} \\
\end{align*}
\begin{align*}
\text{L} & \quad \text{H} \\
\mu \mu & \mu \\
\mu & \mu \\
\text{k} \quad \text{a} \quad \text{t} \quad \text{t} \quad \text{a}
\end{align*}
\]

Both the structures in (33) and those in (34) must have coexisted in Late MLb. Unless the declarative contour H*L was much more frequent than the interrogative (or continuative) contour L*H, no universal correlation between voice and tone can explain why *bedda received an acute accent and *katta a circumflex.

I propose instead that the split was caused by a difference in the audibility of the tones. The auditory form [bedda]... contains much more information about the tone on the second mora than the auditory form [katta]... does. It is not surprising that [bedda]..., with its overtly low first [d], was interpreted as acute. The form [katta]..., by contrast, had a voiceless second mora (the first [t]), which was ambiguous with regard to tone, so we know that it was phonetically more circumflex than [bedda].... But if [katta]... was ambiguous, why did children decide to analyse it as circumflex? Wouldn’t an acute analysis have been equally likely?

One explanation could involve a directional on-line perceptual-phonological bias. If you hear a H tone, you are waiting for the next L tone, and you will decide that the tone has changed to L only when you hear positive evidence of it, i.e. a low pitch on a voiced segment. If a voiceless stretch intervenes between the H vowel and the L vowel, this stretch contains no information on the fall, so it is better for you not to assume yet that it has happened. After all, the next vowel could still be high-pitched, in which case you should perceive a continuous H tone shared by both syllables. If you wait until you get
positive evidence, you will perceive both a disyllabic H tone and a disyllabic HL contour correctly. So the second, voiceless mora of [káttə]₄₄ is perceived with the same tone as the preceding [a].

Another explanation could lie in the non-directional competition between mora-based and syllable-based cues. Perceiving the second mora of [káttə]₄₄ as having a H tone (i.e. perceiving the first syllable as circumflex) violates the cue constraint that says that “a mora without phonetic high pitch should not be perceived as a phonologically high-toned mora”. Perceiving the second mora of [káttə]₄₄ instead as having a L tone (i.e. perceiving the first syllable as acute) would violate the cue constraint that says that “a syllable without a phonetic pitch movement should not be perceived as an acute”. If the syllable-based constraint outranks the mora-based constraint, i.e. if the ranking follows the prosodic hierarchy, the interpretation of [káttə]₄₄ as circumflex is explained.

A third explanation could lie in a language-specific structural constraint. A comparison of the number of forms in (11), (12) and (15) on the one hand, and (20), (21), (23), (24), (25), (27), (28), (29), (31) and (32) on the other suggests that in Late MLb the circumflexes must have outnumbered the acutes by a factor of two or so. The MLb-specific markedness constraint “syllables are circumflex” could have caused the interpretation of [káttə]₄₄ as the default, i.e. as circumflex.

5.6. Reanalysis of voiceless non-geminate codas

Two of the forms in (13) have not been discussed yet. It is those with a voiceless coda that is not part of a geminate, namely *kɔp and *kestə. The stressed syllables of all forms that we have seen so far, including those ending only in a half-long vowel, were interpreted by Late MLb learners as bimoraic, and there is no reason to suppose that it would be otherwise for these forms. Following the same reasoning as in §5.5 (with the same three possible explanations), the accent must have been analysed as circumflex a fortiori, because the parent articulation [késtə]₄₄ is even less likely than [káttə]₄₄ to have had a small cue on the first mora to the impending pitch drop. The structures that the child builds are those in (35).

(35) Early MLb structures for short vowels in closed syllables

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{H} & \text{H} & \text{L} \\
\mu & \mu & \mu \\
\text{k} & \text{q} & \text{p} \\
\text{k} & \text{e} & \text{s} & \text{t} & \text{a}
\end{array}
\]

Present-day reflexes. For words that did not lose final schwa (as e.g. *kestə itself), present-day Limburgian retains the structures in (35). The current pronunciation of these forms is such that the movement to L occurs well after the stressed syllable, as in (2), so that the circumflex on e.g. kestən is no longer inaudible.

---

16 One counts all the forms, even the ones that have a different accent in present-day Limburgian (because the accent changes are of a later date). One should also count the Late MLb forms of the words introduced in later chapters, but these will not change the factor of two for Late MLb. For present-day Limburgian, the factor is much closer to 1, because of the later changes described from §7 on.
Modern forms with sequences of a short vowel and a voiceless consonant: circumflex

ko̞p m. ‘head’ < *kɔp, kra̞ť f. ‘strength’ < *kraft, e̞ (Venlo ek) ‘I’, me̞x ‘me’, de̞x ‘you-Sg’, ze̞x ‘herself, himself, themselves’, ra̞ť(t) ‘right’ (OLF reht). jla̞ť(t) ‘bad’, ke̞t an f.pl. ‘chests’ < *ke̞t an (NHG Kisten)

5.7. The influence of voicing
The tonogenesis described in the previous section provides the first opportunity for the split between Rule A and Rule A2.

In general, the tone contrast is more difficult to hear on disyllables with voiced consonants than on disyllables with voiceless consonants. In [sɔ̞pɔ̞n], the low tone starts one vowel plus one consonant later than in [sɔ̞pɔ̞n], whereas in [lɔ̞ɔ̞n], the low tone starts only one vowel later than in [vɔ̞ɔ̞n]. It is possible that some reanalysing children were capable of positing a tone opposition only on the voiceless cases, while merging the voiced cases into acutes just as the non-tonal Germans, Dutch and English must have done.

5.8. The new situation: a lexical contrast for non-high vowels in polysyllabic words
In Late Middle Limburgian, all stressed syllables were phonologically long, i.e. bimoraic (as in present-day Swedish, for instance). On the surface, every stressed syllable either had the acute accent (where each mora had a different tone) or the circumflex accent (where each mora had the same tone).

In many cases, the Late MLb accent was predictable by grammatical rule. High vowels, closing diphthongs, *aa, *ee, monosyllabic words with short vowels, and rhymes with voiceless codas or with non-geminate voiceless codas were always circumflex. The vowels ea, oa, and oa and closed syllables with non-high long vowels were always acute. The only VC rhymes that were predictably acute were the geminate voiced codas like *bɛ́ddə. The explanation of this exception involved both a phonological and a phonetic observation: phonologically, geminates were the only VC rhymes that were forced to be bimoraic, hence had to host a L tone, and phonetically, voiced codas were the only codas on which an L tone could be audible.

In a minority of cases, namely for the vowels *oo, *ee, *oo, and *oo in an open syllable in polysyllabic words, the accented mora had to be specified in the lexicon (e.g. by a star on the first mora for acutes, and on the second mora for circumflexes; this lexical star then aligns on the surface with the star in H*L or L*H). This is what made Late Middle Limburgian a lexical mora-accent language. Hermans (1984) argues that it still is.

6. Analogical lengthening
After lengthening of vowels in open syllable, some verbal, nominal, and adjectival paradigms contained alternations between short and long vowels. In these cases the paradigm was levelled towards the long version, so that many short vowels in closed syllables lengthened as well. Since the model form, with a vowel lengthened in the previous step, necessarily had a circumflex tone, the analogically lengthened vowel was circumflex as well.

In the verbal paradigm, not much happened. In weak verbs, all forms had a theme vowel (schwa), so all forms had been lengthened already (e.g. lɛ́və ‘I live; live-
IMPSG’, leëvan ‘to live; we/they live’, leëvæt ‘lives; you-Pl live; live-IMPPl’, leëvæs ‘you-SG live’). In strong verbs, the infinitive was lengthened (yëëvæn ‘to give’), as were several forms of the present indicative, namely the first person singular (yëëvæ ‘I give’), the second person plural (yëëvæt ‘you-Pl give’), and the first and third person plural (yëëvæn ‘we/they give’). The only consonant-final form in strong verbs was the imperative singular. This stayed short (cf. present-day yef ‘give!’), perhaps because the second and third persons singular of the present indicative stayed short as well (cf. present-day yøfs ‘you-SG give’ and yøf ‘gives’).

In the nominal paradigm, the nominative/accusative singular of (mainly masculine) nouns with a plural ending in -ə, genitive singular in -əs, and dative singular in -a, was lengthened: dax ‘day’ became daax analogously to daāvə ‘days’. For neuter nouns with zero plural endings and for nouns without plurals, the source of analogy was restricted to the genitive or dative singular:17 fiɔf ‘garden’ became fiɔff analogously to endən fiɔsvə ‘in the garden-DATSG’, and yras ‘grass’ became yraās ‘grass’ analogously to optən yraāza ‘on the grass-DATSG’.

In the adjective paradigm, the predicative form, e.g. nat ‘wet’ was lengthened to naāt in analogy with attributive forms such as the feminine and plural nominative singular (naātə) and the masculine accusative singular (naātən).

It will turn out (§6.2) to be relevant that analogical lengthening created circumflex tones independently of whether the following consonant (or the following consonant elsewhere in the paradigm) was voiced or voiceless. Thus, analogical lengthening is the source of the following present-day Limburgian forms with an original voiceless consonant:

(37) Analogical lengthening in voiceless paradigms: circumflex


Early MLb *æ >> eē: (no cases known)

Early MLb *ç >> oō: flōōt n. ‘lock’, jpoɔr f./n. ‘track’

Early MLb *e >> eē: yabeet n. ‘teeth’, jeēp n. ‘ship’, bleēk n. ‘tinplate’

Early MLb *o >> oō: perhaps noōt ‘nut’ < *not(ə) (MHG nuz, MDu note)

It is also the source of the following forms that end in a voiceless consonant that corresponds to a voiced consonant elsewhere in the paradigm:

(38) Analogical lengthening in voiced obstruent paradigms: circumflex

Early MLb *a > aā: daāx m. ‘day’, yraās n. ‘grass’, jlaāx m. ‘stroke’, paat n. ‘path’, raat n. ‘wheel’, (for Rm. kāaf n. ‘chaff’ see §7.3)

Early MLb *æ >> eē: weēx m. ‘way’, yabeet n. ‘prayer’

Early MLb *ç >> oō: jsoɔf m. ‘court’, yəboɔt n. ‘commandment’, yrɔɔf ‘coarse, rude’ < *yarɔf

Early MLb *e >> eē: jmeēt m. ‘smith’ (pl. jmeēj), yaleēt n. ‘member’

17 Or sometimes perhaps the form that was the first part of a nominal compound.
Early MLb *o >> ōō: (no cases known)

And it is the source of the following forms that end in a voiced consonant:

(39) Analogical lengthening in sonorant paradigms: circumflex

Early MLb *a > aā: laām ‘lame’, jmaāl ‘narrow’, taām ‘tame’
Early MLb *æ >> eē: (no cases known)
Early MLb *o >> ōā: hōōl ‘hollow’
Early MLb *e >> eē: jpeēl n. ‘game’, teēn n. ‘tin’
Early MLb *o >> ōō: (no cases known)

A possible fourth group consists of four adjectives that are reported as ending in a consonant in Middle High German, but in a schwa in Middle Dutch. These are words that had *-û in West Germanic:

(40) Possible analogical lengthening for ŭ words: circumflex

yeēl ‘yellow’ (MHG ĝel, MDu gele)
jeēl ‘squinting’ (MHG schēl, MDu schele)
kaāl ‘bald (callow)’ (MHG kal, MDu kale)
vaāl ‘pale (fallow)’ (MHG fal, MDu vale)

If these words ended in a vowel in Early MLb (*yæl, *jæl, *kal, *val), these must be cases of analogical lengthening. If these words had a schwa in early MLb (*yælo, *jælə, *kalə, *valə), their long vowels must be due to Open Syllable Lengthening (*yælə, *jælə, *kalə, *valə), in which case the present circumflex accent suggests that the final schwa dropped early (see §7.1).

Analogical lengthening did not happen in Limburgian and Central Franconian alone. It generally happened in ‘standard’ Middle High German as well, although it was restricted there to cases in which the consonant was voiced in the oblique forms, i.e. in the cases of (38), (39), and (40) (NHG Tag ‘day’, Weg ‘way’, Gras ‘grass’, schmal ‘narrow’), but not in the voiceless cases of (37) (NHG Dach ‘roof’, Schloss ‘lock’). In Dutch, no analogical lengthening occurred (except perhaps in noot ‘nut’): it still has a dax ~ daayan alternation. The Franconian dialects are thus the only ones with lengthened vowels in naat and daak. And since Dutch adjectives were levelled towards the short vowel (naata ‘wet-Pl.’ turned into natə analogously to the predicative form nat ‘wet’), the Franconian dialects are also the only ones with lengthening in Limburgian naata ‘wet-Pl.’ or Ripuaric naaasə ‘wet-Pl.’.

The fact that lengthening in consonant-final syllables was analogical is proved by the existence of an unlengthened vowel in the cases where there was no paradigm or where the paradigm did not contain lengthened vowels. Examples of unlengthened vowels outside the paradigms can be found in prepositions. Limburgian still has short vowels in en ‘in’, vuṇ ‘of’, met ‘with’, whereas we find a regularly lengthened vowel in doōr ‘through’ (< thuru). Other examples are dut ‘that’ and especially the content word wex ‘away’, which was apparently felt to be outside the paradigm of weēx ‘way’
(this word has a short vowel in NHG weq as well). Examples of unlengthened vowels inside paradigms are those that were originally followed by geminate consonants, as in man ‘man’, whose plural was mennə ‘men’ (these examples are less convincing than the former, though, since it cannot be completely excluded that the pronunciation was mann).

6.2. The new situation: lexical contrast on monosyllables with long non-high vowels

Analogical lengthening led to a large reduction in the correlations between tonal structure, syllable structure, and segmental structure. Before the change, the tone in monosyllables with long vowels could be predicted from vowel quality: high vowels and diphthongs had a circumflex, non-high vowels an acute. After the change, tone has become contrastive in monosyllables. Thus, the new form ʃlɔɔt ‘lock’ contrasts with the old form rɔ́t ‘advice’, and ʃmeɛt ‘smith’ contrasts with lɛɛt ‘song’.

6.3. Implications for dating the Rule A/A2 split

In the Rule A dialects, all forms in (24), (28) and (32) have an acute rather than the circumflex that is characteristic of the Rule A2 dialects under discussion here. Many authors have tried to explain the history of Rule A without assuming an intermediate Rule A2 stage. But if Rule A developed directly as a result of bimoraic reanalysis, the disyllabic forms on which the monosyllabic forms in (38) and (39) are based must have had an acute accent in the Rule A area at the moment when analogical lengthening occurred. In that case, the forms in (38) and (39) should have an acute accent in the Rule A area. They have not. They currently all have a circumflex, even in the Rule A area. This is evidence against an early split between between Rule A2 and Rule A, and evidence in favour of the theory (also assumed by De Vaan 1999) that the present Rule A dialects went through an earlier A2 stage.

6.4. Dating analogical lengthening

Analogical lengthening most probably started some time after Open Syllable Lengthening. In Van der Meer (1949) one can see that in the earliest records of Venlo MLb (the year 1320) long vowels in open syllables can be written with a single vowel symbol. Thus, jaer ‘year-NoM’ but jare ‘year-DAT’. The writing therefore coalesces with that of originally short vowels in open syllables, e.g. maken ‘make’. If we assume that the vowel in jare was long, the vowel in maken must have been long as well. We could thus place Open Syllable Lengthening in the 13th century at the last, i.e. not long after the start of Middle Limburgian, which was characterized by the coalescence of unstressed short vowels into schwa.

Analogical Lengthening in Venlo MLb happened in the 15th century, with some early forms in haoff (i.e. ɦɔɔf) and daegh (i.e. daax).

7. Schwa drop

There have been several rounds of the drop of schwa in final unstressed syllables, and these rounds had different effects on the tone system.

7.1. Early schwa drop

The earliest schwa drop was interconsonantal, and it occurred even before Open Syllable Lengthening. It happened in front of the final t of the second and third person
singular in the present indicative of strong verbs. Thus *brekas > *breks ‘break-2sg’ and *brekat > *brekt ‘break-3sg’. This earliest schwa drop prevented the application of Open Syllable Lengthening, which affected most other forms in the paradigm such as the first person singular (*breka > *breēka), the first and third person plural (*brekan > *breēkan), or indeed the second person plural (*brekat > *breēkat). This gives us the present-day paradigm breēk breks brek breēkan breēkt breēkan.

The earliest schwa drop just discussed was restricted to the second and third person singular of strong verbs ending in obstruents. The second schwa drop, which is more important to the story of the origin of tone in Limburgian, applied after Open Syllable Lengthening, and occurred when the schwa was preceded by a long vowel and a sonorant consonant but followed by a coronal obstruent (s, z, d, or t). The conspicuous characteristic of this second schwa drop (and what distinguishes it from the later general schwa drop discussed in §7.3) is that it had no effect on tone.

Unlike the morphologically limited first schwa drop, the second schwa drop occurred across the board, for instance in the second and third person singular of weak as well as strong verbs and in the past participle of weak verbs (the past participle of strong verbs did not end in -t). Thus, we crucially see that the cicrumflex on lengthened vowels remained in the following present-day Limburgian forms, the infinitives of which were mentioned in (21): fiāls ‘fetch-2sg’, fiālt ‘fetch-3sg’ and yafosil ‘fetched’ from the weak verb fiāslan, and in voors ‘drive-2sg’ and voört ‘drive-3sg’ from the strong verb vaāran. Other examples are the forms of the weak verbs wooonan ‘dwell’ (woōns, woo̞nt, yawoōnt) and yāuoaran ‘happen’ (yāuoort, yāuoort). Presumably (although the present-day tone cannot evidence it, as will become clear in §7.3), this second schwa drop also occurred in the acute verbs mentioned in (12), for instance vôors ‘lead-2sg’, vôort ‘lead-2sg’ and yavōort ‘led’ from the weak verb vôorān.

Another set of forms that probably show this early second schwa drop are those with (usually sonorant) consonants flanked by two originally high vowels:

(41) *Early drop of a schwa that used to be a high vowel after a high vowel

zoon ‘son’ (OHG sunu)
dōr ‘door’ (OLF duri), cf. the NHG variant Türe

---

18 The divergently high vowel in breks and brekt is either due to an earlier i-umlaut (*brekis > *brikis), or to the non-application (because of the following high vowel) of the even earlier West-Germanic aumlaut ( { *brikis, *brikan } > { *brikis, *brekan } ), or to both of these. Not surprisingly, this vowel is often identical to the vowel in the non-lengthened imperative singular (§6), e.g. in et ‘eat-IMP SG ~ ets ‘eat-2sg’, although the two can diverge as well, as in our earlier example yeft ‘give-IMP SG ~ yōfs ‘give-2sg’. The 2sg and 3sg forms have been subject to an extensive morphologization of phonological alternations. One alternation is due to an original i-umlaut and explains the phonologically regular alternation of /ljaopan ‘sleep-INF’ (< *slaopan) ~ /ljeaps ‘sleep-2sg’ (< *slaepis). Another alternation is the regular long-short alternation of /brēkan ~ breks, which was analogically extended to originally long vowels, as in /lsūpan ‘walk-INF’ (< *lsūpan) ~ /lsaps ‘walk-2sg’, which occurs instead of the perhaps regular /loips. The third alternation is the regular rounding alternation of /zeēn ‘see-INF’ (< WGM *seō- < *siu- with a-umlaut) ~ /zyēs ‘see-2sg’ (< WGM *siu- without a-umlaut), which was analogically extended to forms like yōfs and /ljeaps ‘sleep-2sg’ (an alternate form of /ljeaps). Thus, the present-day strong-verb 2sg and 3sg morphemes are synchronically characterized to various extents by umlaut, shortening, and rounding, instances of which can be seen in several examples in the text.
**door** ‘through’ (OLF *thuro*; Old Saxon *thuru*)

**voor** ‘for, before’ (OLF *furi*)

Some of these forms could be dismissed as cases of schwa drop before Open Syllable Lengthening, followed by analogical lengthening (e.g. *[sunu] > *[zon] > *[zoōn]). Quite apart from the need to explain such an earlier schwa drop, it would not account for the case of *doōr*, which has no source for analogy. De Vaan (1999) mentions some of the words in (41) separately as well as possible cases of an early schwa drop (namely ‘son’ and ‘door’, but also ‘sow’, which is *zoōx* in some dialects).\(^{19}\)

The idea that schwa dropped rather early between sonorants and coronals obstruents is confirmed with the data from Middle Dutch as transcribed in the dictionary by Verdam (1961), who allows forms like *geweget* ‘aimed’, *gevoedet* ‘fed’, and *gevollet* ‘filled’ (beside *geweecht*, *gevoet*, and *gevolt*) but not *gewonet* ‘resident’ or *gemalet* ‘painted’ (only *gewoont* and *gemaelt*).

### 7.2. Drop of final schwa: voiceless version

All words that ended in a schwa, or that ended in a schwa followed by an obstructent, eventually dropped it. The main exception is the plural and feminine singular of adjectives ending in a plosive or voiceless consonant cluster. Thus present-day Limburgian still has *naāta* ‘wet-FEMSG’, *riikā* ‘rich-FEMSG’ and *yānsā* ‘whole-FEMSG’, but in nearly all other cases final schwa was lost.\(^{20}\)

We know that the loss of schwa ultimately led to a change in phonological structures across generations: original *strōtā* ‘street’ and *dōt̪* ‘deed’ consisted of three and two moras, respectively, as shown in (7) and (14), while present-day *strōt̪* and *dōt̪* rhyme perfectly, i.e., they must consist of the same number of moras, which I will assume to be two. As in the account of Open Syllable Lengthening, the account of Schwa Drop will involve three elements: the phonological structure maintained by the first generation (cf. (8)), the variation in pronunciation allowed by this structure, and the reinterpretation of selected overt forms as a new phonological structure by the next generation (cf. (19)). The lexical tonal representations for generation 1 of the acute form *strōtā* ‘street’ and the circumflex form *wēkā* ‘week’, aligned to an HL intonation contour, are given in (42), which also includes the structures for words without final schwa.

(42) **Surface structures of words with and without final schwa, voiceless version**

\[
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{H} & \text{L} \\
\hline
\text{µ} & \text{µ} \\
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{H} & \text{L} \\
\hline
\text{µ} & \text{µ} \\
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c|c}
\text{H} & \text{L} \\
\hline
\text{µ} & \text{µ} \\
\end{array}
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{H} \\
\hline
\text{µ} \\
\end{array}
\]

*street*  
*week*  
*deed*  
*time*

In these graphs syllable boundaries are represented as periods.

---

\(^{19}\) Perhaps the word *aān* ‘at, on’ (< *aana*) lost its schwa in this round as well, perhaps in order to improve the distinction with *aāna* ‘without’ after Open Syllable Lengthening (*aāna*).

\(^{20}\) Other scattered exceptions exist, for instance the word *nēaja* ‘sewstress’ < *neǎjaras*, cf. attested MLb (sermons) *minnerse* ‘female lover’.
Now that we have the surface structures of generation 1, the next question is how the structures were actually pronounced. For \( \text{d\ddot{o}t} \) and \( \text{tiit} \) we can assume the pronunciations \([\text{d\ddot{o}t}]\) and \([\text{tiit}]\) (in H*L-focus environments); in the absence of evidence to the contrary we can assume that the final consonants were fully released, as they are in present-day Limburgian. For \( \text{str\ddot{o}t\ddot{o}} \) and \( \text{we\ddot{\epsilon}\epsilon\ddot{k}} \), obviously possible pronunciations are \([\text{str\ddot{o}t\ddot{o}}] \) and \([\text{we\ddot{\epsilon}\epsilon\ddot{k}}]\), with a full final vowel. But in a situation of imminent schwa loss there must have been variant forms with a reduced final vowel, which after a voiceless consonant could well be voiceless: \([\text{str\ddot{o}t\ddot{o}}] \) and \([\text{we\ddot{\epsilon}\epsilon\ddot{k}}]\). Note that in these forms the L tone is not audible on the final vowel, because this vowel is voiceless. Such situations, with vowels that are fully present in the phonological surface structure but are hardly audible in the overt form, can in some languages, like Japanese, apparently easily be maintained by speakers and transferred to the next generation.

But Limburgian is not Japanese. Learners of Japanese “only” have to know that word-final consonants are generally ruled out in their language, as is evidenced by the full vowels that have to occur after voiced obstruents and sonorants. Limburgian learners, however, had ample evidence that Limburgian did allow word-final consonants of all sorts. In a situation where the learner interprets \([\text{d\ddot{o}t}]\) as the corresponding structure in (42), she also has to interpret \([\text{str\ddot{o}t\ddot{o}}]\) in a way that makes sense in her emergent phonology. While some learners may indeed come up with the bisyllabic structure in (42), perhaps aided by some overt adult forms with full vowels, some learners will act differently. We have to understand that the transcription \([\text{str\ddot{o}t\ddot{o}}]\) suggests a final vowel, but that a voiceless vowel, especially a short one, often cannot be distinguished from the glottal fricative \([\text{h}]\), so that an almost equivalent transcription is \([\text{str\ddot{o}t\ddot{h}}]\). Since utterance-final plosives tend to be slightly aspirated anyway (by the continuation of uninhibited expiration), so that \([\text{d\ddot{o}t}]\) will sound very much like \([\text{d\ddot{o}t}^h]\), we have the ingredients for a merger, especially since word-final aspiration contrasts are cross-linguistically extremely rare. Some children, therefore, will perceive \([\text{str\ddot{o}t\ddot{o}}]\) and \([\text{we\ddot{\epsilon}\epsilon\ddot{k}}]\) as the monosyllabic structures in (43).

(43) Surface structures after schwa drop, voiceless version

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{HL} & \text{H} & \text{HL} & \text{H} \\
\mu \mu & \mu \mu & \mu \mu & \mu \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{llll}
\text{str\ddot{o}t} & \text{we\ddot{\epsilon}\epsilon\ddot{k}} & \text{d\ddot{o}t} & \text{tiit} \\
\text{‘street’} & \text{‘week’} & \text{‘deed’} & \text{‘time’} \\
\end{array}
\]

For \( \text{str\ddot{o}t} \) the change was well integrated in Limburgian phonotactics: the resulting rhyme was identical with the already existing rhyme in \( \text{d\ddot{o}t} \). For \( \text{we\ddot{\epsilon}\epsilon\ddot{k}} \), the change was also reasonably well integrated, because the vowel \( \text{\epsilon\epsilon} \) was already allowed in monosyllabic words deriving from analogical lengthening (note that the MLb *\( \text{\epsilon\epsilon} \) had become \( \text{\epsilon\epsilon\ddot{\epsilon}} \)). Now if some children create the structures in (43), they may go on to learn at a later point that some of these words can have a schwa appended to them. In effect, the structures have changed across the two generations from bisyllabic with variable schwa drop to monosyllabic with variable schwa extension (perhaps like modern French \( \text{se\ddot{c}} \) ‘five’). It is likely that speakers with the structures in (43) produce forms with schwa less often than people who still have the bisyllabic structures. The third generation, then, will hear even fewer forms with schwa than the second and is thus
even more likely to posit a monosyllabic analysis, leading to even more schwa-less pronunciations. The merger, once started, appears irreversible, at least if schwa-less structures are fully licit in the language to begin with (this excludes the Japanese case).

If the consonant was voiceless, therefore, the lexical tone on the newly created monosyllabic word was identical to the lexical tone on the original bisyllabic word. Thus, originally long non-high vowels retained the acute. We can see this in many present-day Limburgian forms, which usually still end in -e in German. These forms include the first person singular of the present tense of verbs, the singular of many nouns (mostly feminine; if masculine, they usually end in -en in present-day German)\(^{21}\), and the plural of some nouns. The following list presents up to four forms of each word mentioned: the current East Limburgian form, the reconstructed form just before schwa drop (but after open syllable lengthening), the reconstructed early MLb form, and sometimes the attested or reconstructed OLF form.

(44) **Schwa drop after acute plus voiceless consonant: acute**

Early MLb **aa:** *strät* f. ‘street’ & *strauta* (NHW Straße), *mät* f. ‘measure’ (MHG mäże), *förk* m. ‘hook’ (NHW Haken), *hlöp* ‘sleep-1SG’, *löt* ‘let-1SG’

Early MLb **ee:** téek f. ‘cover’ (< Lat. thēca; NHG Zieche)

Early MLb **oo:** *zőök* ‘seek-1SG’ & *zooka* (NHW suche), *vööt* ‘feet’, Rm. *booök* ‘beech’, *zőöt* ‘sweet’ (OLF suotī), *wöös* ‘savage’ & *woostę* (OLF wuosti)

Early MLb **oo:** *köök* m. ‘cake’ & *kooka* (NHW Kuchen)

And high vowels, diphthongs, and lengthened vowels retained the circumflex:

(45) **Schwa drop after circumflex plus voiceless consonant: circumflex**

(for nonhomorganic cluster cases see §12.2)

Early MLb high vowels and diphthongs: *riik* n. ‘empire’ & *riikö* (OLF riki), *riik* ‘rich’, *liik* n. ‘dead body’ (NHW Leiche), *ruüt* ‘diamond’, *zeip* ‘soap’ (NHW Selfe), *ek* ‘oak’ (NHW Eiche)

Early MLb **an:** kajć side’ (NHW Kante)

Early MLb **om:** *kloöp* ‘lump’ (NHW Klumpen), *fioöp* ‘chunk’ (NHW Lumpen), *loöp* ‘rag’ (NHW Lumpen)

Early MLb **ol:** *bōöt* ‘bolt’ < *bölta* (NHW Bolzen)

Early MLb **a:** *zaäk* f. ‘business’ & *zaäka* < *zako* (OLF saja, NHW Sache), *aan* m. ‘ape’ (NHW Affe), *fanät* m. ‘hate’, *laät* ‘late’

Early MLb **e:** *beök* ‘brook’ & *beök* < *beka* < *baki* (cf. umlautless NHG Bach)

\(^{21}\) Both the feminine and masculine nouns had a nominative in -e and an accusative in -en in early MHG. The feminine nouns soon changed their accusative into -e, generalizing the nominative affix. Most masculine nouns later changed their nominative to -en, generalizing the accusative. Some masculine nouns (e.g. Name ‘name’, Wille ‘will’, and nouns denoting males like Junge ‘boy’ and Affe ‘ape’) retain the -el-en alternation in present-day German.
The new situation. Like analogical lengthening, schwa drop led to less predictability in the relation of the mora accent with segmental and syllable structure. Thus, the new form ɦɔɔ̄p ‘hope-N; hope-1Sg’ contrasts with the old form slɔ́ɔp ‘sleep-N; sleep-IMP3SG’ and with the new form slɔ́ɔp ‘sleep-1Sg’.

7.3. Drop of final schwa: voiced version

Something slightly different happened when the intervening consonant was voiced rather than voiceless. The structures of generation 1 are shown in (46).

(46) Surface structures of words with and without final schwa, voiced version

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b l o o . m ə .</td>
<td>d r u u . v ə .</td>
<td>ɦ o o n .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘flower’</td>
<td>‘grape’</td>
<td>‘chicken’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These structures are completely analogous to (42). Again, the tones are only associated with the heads of the tonal moras, and onset segments cannot head moras. As before, there cannot be more than two moras in a syllable, simply because no more than two tonal moras are needed to represent the surface structure. This means that the final n of ɦóon or wiin does not head a mora (this contrasts with cases like mañ ‘man’, in which the final n is the second tonal mora of the syllable).

The next question is how these abstract structures were pronounced. I assume that every segment belongs to a mora, as in (46), and that every segment is realized with the tone that its mora head is linked to. Thus, the n of ɦóon or wiin can be regarded as a part of the second mora, hence will be pronounced with the tone linked to that mora: [fiːɔ̃] and [wiːi]. For the full pronunciations of blóomə and druuvê I assume that the syllable boundary coincides with a mora boundary, so that the m and v can be regarded as a part of the mora in the second syllable, hence the pronunciations [blɔ̃omə] and [drúuvə]. In a situation where final schwas are heavily reduced, some realizations must have sounded like [blɔ̃m] and [drúúv]. The crucial difference with the voiceless forms of the previous section is that a low tone can now be heard on the final consonant. Forms like [drúúv] may look weird, with a low-toned final segment, but it is the same pronunciation that was judged as ‘trivial’ by Kiparsky (1973) for the Lithuanian word dvaāras, which came to be pronounced [dváār] when the final vowel was dropt (for more details, see §7.4).

Some learners of generation 2 will base their surface structures on the reduced forms [blɔ̃m], [drúuv], [fiːɔ̃] and [wiːi]. A perception as disyllabic would violate a constraint against having a syllable that is not headed by a vowel. This structural constraint is cross-linguistically high ranked and we can assume that it is also high ranked for beginning learners. So the learner will assign monosyllabic structures to all...
of the four forms (note that the four forms have analogous segmental patterns: [drúúv] looks different from the others since it ends in a fricative, but it stands in for a large number of forms that also include sonorant-final cases like the generation-1 word duúma ‘thumb’, which has the reduced form [ dúúm]). The forms show three overt tone patterns: an level high pattern in [wííń], a fall before the last segment in [drúúv], and a fall in the midst of the long vowel in [blóòm] and [fiòòǹ]. The learner can make sense of this by positing a mora boundary at every change of tone. This requires that she posit the trimoraic analysis shown in (47).

(47) Trimoraic analysis of schwa loss, voiced version

```
<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.bloom.</td>
<td>.druuv.</td>
<td>.ñoon.</td>
<td>.wiin.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Some generation-2 learners may indeed come up with the structures in (47), thus violating a cross-linguistically high-ranked constraint against having more than two tonal moras in a syllable. The result is a triple contrast: the tone moves after the first, second, or third mora. Such a situation is uncommon in languages, like e.g. the triple contrast between oral, nasal, and half-nasal vowels, or the triple contrast between dentals, alveolars and retroflexes: not impossible, but uncommon, either for perceptual reasons (the auditory contrast is too small) or for structural reasons (here: three moras is too crowded). In Limburgian there were also systemic reasons that disfavoured these trimoraic forms. First, the triple contrast is specific to monosyllables and does not occur in disyllabic words. When an ending is added, the third mora is typically resyllabified as a non-moraic consonant, as in .druú.van ‘grapes’. These restrictions on the third mora are in stark contrast with the freedom of sonorant consonants as a second mora. Thus, n can be the second mora in the monosyllabic mań ‘man’, or when followed by a voiced plosive in MLb lańt ‘land’, or when in the disyllabic meń.na. ‘men’, where it stays in the first syllable (for the tone structure of this word, see the next section).

With the problematicity of the trimoraic analysis, several generation-2 learners will directly create non-trimoraic analyses from the [blóòm], [drúúv], [fiòòǹ] and [wííń] of generation 1. And generation-2 learners that do create the forms in (47) will beget generation-3 learners, some of whom will create non-trimoraic analyses from the [blóòm], [drúúv], [fiòòǹ] and [wííń] of this generation-2 subgroup. All these non-trimoraic analysers will come up with a bimoraic analysis, and the two moras will be the two parts of the long vowels in (46) and (47). For the three forms [blóòm], [fiòòǹ] and [wííń] the analysis is easy, since it can be the same as for [fiòòǹ] and [wííń] in (46). For [drúúv], the choice is simply between the two forms in (48).

(48) The two bimoraic options for the perception of [drúúv]

```
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.druuv.</td>
<td>.druuv.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

The first of these forms honours the high tone audible on the second part of the vowel in [drúúv], but since the child must pronounce the first form in (48) as [drúúv],
analogously to [wiːːn], it does not honour the low tone audible on the final consonant. The second form, on the other hand, does honour the audible low tone in [drúʊv], analogously to [fiːːn], it does so by severing the audible link between the high tone and the second part of the vowel in [drúʊv]. The choice is between two evils, and what the Franconians did is clear: they chose the second option in (48), thus creating an acute accent on drúuv ‘grape’. When we compare the new structure to the ‘grape’ versions in (46) and (47), we see that Limburgian has “preferred the stability of tones to the stability of segment-to-tone links”. The square quotes are necessary here, because the same “stability preference” would predict the same circumflex-to-acute change in the case of the voiceless consonants of the previous section. Speaking in terms of “stability”, i.e. speaking in terms of conversions between phonological structures, is of course incorrect for sound change, which must pass through the bottleneck of the overt-form-and-reanalysis scheme. The “voiceless” form weěkə has to pass through the overt form [weék(ɔ̃)] and thereby loses the information about the low tone on the schwa in the surface structure. The four structures, then, are the ones shown in (49).

(49) Surface structures after schwa drop, voiced version

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>. b l o o m .</td>
<td>. d r u u v .</td>
<td>. h o o n .</td>
<td>. w i i n .</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When comparing the voiceless and voiced forms, we see that only one of the eight forms changed the tonal contour on the first two moras: drúuv. Its structure has become indistinguishable from that of fiónn, so that we must assume that the F0 contour in the pronunciation of drúuv as spoken by generation 3 fell in the middle of the vowel, so that we must conclude that there was a pronunciation change from [drúʊv] to [drúʊv] within a couple of generations.

The seemingly weird accent alignment change is less exceptional than it may seem: for a comparable change in Lithuanian, see §7.4.

The change of the mora accent around voiced consonants has left its reflexes in present-day Limburgian. List (50) shows the present-day forms for original acutes, which stayed acute. The forms in the list do not take into account the effects of the second final devoicing (§11), so many forms end in a voiced obstruent in (50) whereas most of the present dialects have voiceless obstruents instead.

(50) Modern forms with schwa drop after acute and voiced consonant: acute

Early MLb *aa > ðɔ: láɔɣ f. ‘layer’ < *laaɣə (NHG Lage), mócn f. ‘moon’ (OLF mâno), yrscv m. ‘count’

Early MLb *ææ > Gel. éa, Rm. Sitt. ée: kéaz f. ‘cheese’ < *kææzə (NHG Käse), léay ‘low’ (OHG lági), jéar ‘scissors’ (NHG Schere)

Early MLb *εε > Gel. éa, Rm. Sitt. ée: zéal ‘soul’ < *zeɛlɔ < sêla < WGM *saiwala (NHG Seele)

Early MLb *œœ > Gel. óa, Rm. Sitt. óɔ: dróay ‘dry’ < *droœeyə
The \textit{drúuv} case extends to all high vowels, diphthongs, and lengthened vowels. In all these cases, an original circumflex shows up as an acute in the present language if schwa was dropped after a voiced consonant:

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textit{Modern forms with schwa drop after circumflex and voiced consonant: acute}
\item \textit{(for nonhomorganic cases see §12.2)}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{cc} > \text{Gel. ōa}, \text{Rm. Sitt. ōo} \colon \textit{béan} < *\text{boona} \text{(NHG Bohn)}, \text{fóan} \text{‘beautiful'}, \text{óar n. ‘ear'}, \textit{dóaz} \text{f. ‘box'} \text{(NHG Dose)}, \textit{fójal} \text{f. ‘school'}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{ee} > \text{Gel. Rm. ée}, \text{Sitt. éi} \colon \textit{vléey} \text{f. ‘fly'} \text{(NHG Fliege)}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{oo} > \text{Gel. Rm. óo}, \text{Sitt. ói} \colon \textit{gróon} \text{‘green'} < *\text{grouna} \text{(OHG gruoni)}, \textit{kóol} \text{‘cool'}, \textit{vróoy} \text{‘early'}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{oo} > \text{Gel. Rm. óo}, \text{Sitt. óu} \colon \textit{blóom} \text{f. ‘flower'} < *\text{blooma} \text{(NHG Blume)}, \textit{fióór} \text{f. ‘whore'}
\end{enumerate}

\textbf{(51) Modern forms with schwa drop after circumflex and voiced consonant: acute}

\textit{(for nonhomorganic cases see §12.2)}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{ii} > *\text{ii} > \text{ií} \colon \textit{wíiz} \text{f. ‘melody'} \text{(NHG Weise)}, \textit{líin} \text{f. ‘line'} \text{(NHG Leine)}, \textit{píin} \text{‘pain'} \text{(Late Latin pēna)}, \textit{yerdíin} \text{‘curtain'}, \textit{fíív} \text{f. ‘disc'} \text{(NHG Scheibe)}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{yy} > *\text{yý} > \text{ýý} \colon \textit{krýyn} \text{‘crown of head'} < *\text{kryyna} < *\text{kryynə}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{uu} > *\text{uí} > \text{úu} \colon \textit{kúul} \text{‘mine'} < *\text{kuúla} \text{‘pit'} < *\text{kuuœa}, \textit{drúuv} \text{f. ‘grape'} \text{(NHG Traube)}, \textit{dúuv} \text{f. ‘pigeon'} \text{(NHG Taube)}, \textit{dúum} \text{m. ‘thumb'} \text{(NHG Daumen)}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{ei} > *\text{ei} > \text{éi} \colon \textit{kléin} \text{‘small'} < *\text{kleina}, \textit{aléin} \text{‘alone'} \text{(NHG alleine)}, \textit{yáméin} \text{‘nasty'} \text{(NHG gemeine)}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{ou} > *\text{uí} > \text{úu} \colon \textit{úuy} \text{n. ‘eye'} < *\text{úuyə} < *\text{uuyə} \text{(NHG Auge)}, \textit{yólóuv} \text{n. ‘belief'} \text{(NHG Glaube)}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{a} > *\text{aá} > \text{aa} \colon \textit{náam} \text{m. ‘name'} < *\text{naama} < *\text{námə} < *\text{name} < \textit{namo}, \textit{báan} \text{f. ‘road'}, \textit{fwaan} \text{f. ‘swan'} < *\text{swana}, \textit{ráam} \text{m. ‘frame'} \text{(NHG Rahmen)}, \textit{náaz} \text{f. ‘nose'}, \textit{ráav} \text{m. ‘raven'} \text{(NHG Raben)}, \textit{máay} \text{m. ‘stomach'} < *\text{maayœa} < *\text{mayə} \text{(NHG Magen)}, \textit{máax(t)} \text{f. ‘virgin'} < *\text{máaxt} < *\text{maayət} < *\text{mayət} \text{(NHG Magd)}, \textit{fáaj} \text{f. ‘damage'} < *\text{sxada} \text{(NHG Schade f., Schaden m.)}, \textit{kráay} \text{m. ‘collar'} \text{(NHG Kragen)}, \textit{dráay} \text{‘carry-1SG'} \text{(NHG trage)}, \text{Rm. (also in Belgian Limburg; Goossens 1977)} \textit{káaf} \text{n. ‘chaff'} < *\text{kavə} ^{22}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{æ} > *\text{eé} > \text{éé} \colon \textit{néev} \text{n. ‘nephew, cousin'} < *\text{nænvə}, \textit{wéem} \text{‘whom'} < *\text{wæmə}, \textit{léev} \text{‘live-1SG'} < *\text{lævə}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{e} > *\text{eé} > \text{éé} \colon \textit{zééy} \text{f. ‘saw'} < *\text{zvəa}
\item \textit{Early MLb} \(*\text{ı} > *\text{ıı} > \text{ıı} \colon \textit{kóol} \text{f. ‘coal'} < *\text{koolə} < *\text{kola} \text{(NHG Kohle)}, \textit{bóór} \text{f. ‘drill'} \text{(NHG Bohre)}, \textit{bóçy} \text{m. ‘bow'} < *\text{boya} \text{(NHG Bogen)}
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{22} Reported mediaeval forms from surrounding languages of the word meaning ‘chaff’ are \textit{kaf} and \textit{kave}. The present-day Dutch form \textit{kaf}, with a short vowel, must come from \textit{kaf}. As Goossens notices, the acute accent shows that the present-day Limburgian form comes from \textit{kave} (if it had come from \textit{kaf}, it would have become \textit{kaaf} by analogical lengthening). Of course, this form cannot be an argument for the historical predictability of the present-day tone; rather, the tone disambiguates the mediaeval form in this case.
Early MLb *e > *eę > éé (Sitt. éí): Jmééj m.pl. ‘smiths’ < *smeeđa < *smeda (NHG Schmiede), Jéem m. ‘shade’ < *sxema (Old Saxon scimo; different vowel NHG Schemen)

Early MLb *o > *oō > óó (Sitt. óu): Jtóov f. ‘stove’ < *stoōvā < *stovā (NHG Stube)

The new phonology. The changes proposed in this section only work if the language can be regarded as a lexical mora-alignment language both before and after the change. Schwa drop after voiced consonants greatly extended the number of forms in which mora alignment could be contrastive. The acute accent could now appear on high vowels, on diphthongs (including short vowels followed by sonorant consonants), and on the long vowels aa and ee. It may be possible that schwa drop in this way saved the mora accent contrast in the Franconian dialects, whereas the neighbouring High-German dialects lost the contrast because they retained final schwa.

Reflexes in present-day phonology. Schwa drop led to a large number of tone alternations within paradigms where the consonant was voiced and the vowel originally had a circumflex tone. In weak verbs, the first singular could receive an acute, while the infinitive retained the circumflex:

léév ‘live-1SG; live-IMP SG’ ~ leēvān ‘to live’

In strong verbs, where the imperative singular ended in a consonant, some minimal pairs were introduced:

bliif ‘stay-IMP SG’ ~ bliiv ‘stay-1SG’ ~ bliivān ‘to stay’, draāx ‘carry-IMP SG’ ~ draāγan ‘to carry’

In adjectives, the plural and feminine singular could form a minimal tone pair with the predicative form:

wiis ‘wise’ ~ wiiz ‘wise-PL & FEM SG’ ~ wīzān ‘wise-MASC SG’

This example also shows that the masculine singular received an unexpected acute, perhaps in analogy with the feminine and plural form (De Vaan 1999).

In nouns, we have to distinguish various classes. Consonant-final stems (mostly masculine) lost the schwa in the plural:

daāx ‘day’ ~ dáay ‘days’, kniín ‘rabbit’ ~ knīín ‘rabbits’

Schwa-final stems (mostly feminine) lost the schwa in the singular:


Later on, these alternations led to localized cases of analogy, with the normal exceptions in (12), such as Roermond blóm ~ blómān, coming to follow the druūv ~ druūvān pattern (Dols 1944). Another thing that arose locally was purely
morphological use of tone alternations, such as Moresnet \textit{ʃlɔɔp} ‘sleep-IMP\textsuperscript{SG}’ \textasciitilde \textit{ʃlɔɔp} ‘sleep-1SG’, coming to follow the \textit{bliif} \textasciitilde \textit{blίiv} pattern (footnote 9).

7.4. Lithuanian parallels of tone change by schwa drop

This seemingly weird change, which has attracted the ingenuity of many researchers (§13), has a parallel in Lithuanian, where the form [dváárs] that we saw before is interpreted as an acute accent: \textit{dváars} (Kiparsky 1973). The following makes the parallel explicit:

(52) \textit{Parallel between Lithuanian and Limburgian: schwa drop creates a fake acute}

\[
\begin{array}{ccl}
dvá\text{aras} & \rightarrow & [dvá\text{árs}] & \rightarrow & dvá\text{ars} \\
drú\text{uvə} & \rightarrow & [drú\text{úv}] & \rightarrow & drúuv \\
\end{array}
\]

Kiparsky regards \textit{dváars} as a ‘fake acute’ because he claims that it is pronounced as [dváárs] rather than [dváá rs]. If the pronunciation is indeed [dváá rs], Lithuanian would reflect a stage that has been intermediate in the development of Limburgian.

The parallel in (52) also resolves a different problem in Lithuanian that still eluded Kiparsky (1973: 830: fn. 22). In Lithuanian nominal inflection, all disyllabic endings used to have a circumflex in the first syllable, and this shifted later into a short accent on the second syllable, e.g. in the instrumental plural \textit{-oómis} > \textit{-oomis}. The dative plural form, which can be reconstructed as \textit{-oómus}, escaped this shift because the \textit{u} was dropped at some point. However, instead of the expected \textit{-oóms}, this form presently turns up as \textit{-óoms}. This form is understandable as a perfect parallel to Limburgian schwa drop: in a language that already has a Limburgian/Lithuanian-type tone contrast, a circumflex will turn into an acute if a schwa drops from the following syllable, at least if the intervening consonant is voiced:

(53) \textit{Parallel between Lithuanian and Limburgian: schwa drop creates a real acute}

\[
\begin{array}{ccl}
drú\text{uvə} & \rightarrow & [drú\text{úv}] & \rightarrow & drúuv & \rightarrow & [drú\text{úv}] \\
oó\text{mus} & \rightarrow & [óó\text{ms}] & \rightarrow & óoms & \rightarrow & [óóms] \\
\end{array}
\]

In (53) we see three steps: a speaker-induced drop of a final vowel, a reinterpretation by listeners as an acute (i.e. as a low tone connected to the second mora), and a new pronunciation based on the reinterpretation (i.e. a pronunciation with low F0 on the second part of the vowel).

7.5. The behaviour of obstruent geminates in schwa drop

After a voiceless geminate consonant such as in *\textit{kattə} ‘cat’, a dropping schwa would leave no trace of the low F0, and there is no reason why the resulting auditory form [kát(t)] should be perceived as anything else than two high-toned moras, just as the auditory form [stók] (I assume here that a trimoraic analysis is ruled out, so that the final consonant cannot be analysed as a geminate).

23 This opens up the question whether a structure like ((\textit{kat})\text{t}(t)) is universally ruled out or not. If it is not, then bimoraicity is compatible with syllable-final geminates, and my argument for assigning a mora to the first \textit{d} in *\textit{bedda} (§4.7) would vanish as well, because the structure could then be ((\textit{bed})(\text{d}))((\textit{da})\text{t}).
such as in \textit{\`bedd\`a} ‘bed’, a dropping schwa would still leave a trace of the low FO on the final voiced consonant, and given the analysis in §7.3 there seems to be no reason for the learner to interpret the new auditory form [b\`ed] as anything else than an acute. The structures in (54) show the results.

(54) \textit{Surface structures after schwa drop, obstruent version}\n
\[
\begin{array}{c|c|c}
\text{H} & \text{L} & \text{H} \\
\hline
\mu & \mu & / \mu \\
\hline
. \ b \ e \ d . & . \ k \ a \ t . \\
\end{array}
\]

‘bed’ ‘cat’

\textbf{Present-day reflexes.} In the areas that maintain a lexical tone contrast on short vowels before voiceless consonants, such as Moresnet (Jongen 1972), words like \textit{ka\`f\`i} currently have a circumflex, i.e. the pitch movement occurs in the next syllable, and words like \textit{b\`ed} currently have an acute, i.e. the pitch movement occurs in the syllable itself (instead of between \textit{e} and \textit{d}, the pitch movement nowadays falls within \textit{e} as a result of the second final devoicing and/or degemination, see §11). Some present-day forms are listed in (55) and (56).

(55) \textit{Schwa drop after voiceless geminates}\n
\textit{na\`k} (Rm. \textit{ne\`k}) m. ‘neck’ < *\textit{na\`kk\`a} (NHG \textit{Nacken}), \textit{pl\`e\`k} m. ‘spot’ < *\textit{pl\`e\`kk\`a} (MDu. \textit{pleck\`e}), \textit{fi\`a\`k} m. ‘heel’ < *\textit{fi\`a\`kk\`a} (NHG \textit{Hacke} f.), \textit{ta\`p} m. ‘tap’ < *\textit{ta\`p\`a} (NHG \textit{Zapfen}), \textit{lu\`p} m. ‘piece of cloth’ < *\textit{lu\`p\`a} (NHG \textit{Lappen})

(56) \textit{Schwa drop after voiced geminate obstruents}\n
\textit{b\`ed} n. ‘bed’ < *\textit{b\`e\`dd\`a}, \textit{br\`e\`g} f. ‘bridge’ < *\textit{br\`e\`gg\`a} (NHG \textit{Br\`ucke}), \textit{l\`e\`g} ‘lie-1SG’ < *\textit{l\`e\`gg\`a} (MDu \textit{ligge}), \textit{l\`e\`g} ‘lay-1SG’ < *\textit{l\`e\`gg\`a} (MDu \textit{legge}), \textit{z\`e\`g} ‘say-1SG’ < *\textit{z\`e\`gg\`a} (MDu \textit{segge}), \textit{w\`e\`g} ‘loaf’ < *\textit{w\`e\`gg\`a} (MHG \textit{wecke}), \textit{fi\`e\`g} ‘hedge’ < *\textit{fi\`e\`gg\`a} (NHG \textit{Hecke}), \textit{fi\`e\`b\`e} ‘have-1SG’ < *\textit{fi\`e\`bb\`a} (MDu \textit{hebbe})\textsuperscript{24}

\textbf{7.6. The behaviour of sonorant geminates in schwa drop}\n
After a geminate sonorant, schwa drop led to a new kind of acute syllables. Thus, the word *\textit{z\`o\`n\`n\`a} ‘sun’ was pronounced as [z\`o\`n\`n\`a] before schwa drop (§4.7) and as [z\`o\`n\`] after schwa drop. In nearly all of the Limburgian and Central Franconian area (with the exception at least of the peripheral area around Horst, to the north of Venlo), the audibility of the low pitch (in H*\textit{L} alignments) on the sonorant consonant was apparently enough to make the learners analyse [z\`o\`n\`] as the structure in (62).

\textsuperscript{24}This word may not be actually attested as having an acute, because it is possible that all the areas in which short vowels before obstruct consonants have contrastive tone have the Ripuaric form \textit{fi\`e\`b\`a} instead (e.g. Jongen 1972).
Surface structures after schwa drop, sonorant version

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>μ</td>
<td>μ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surface structures after schwa drop, sonorant version


Present-day reflexes. In words with schwa drop after a sonorant geminate, an acute is found in nearly all of the Limburgian and Central Franconian area, with the exception at least of the peripheral area around Horst, to the north of Venlo, where no tone contrast exists on this type of syllables. Present-day forms typical of Geleen, Roermond and Sittard are listed in (58).

Schwa drop after geminate sonorants

vál f. ‘trap’ < vállə (NHG Falle), váll ‘fall-1SG’ < vállə (NHG falle), kál ‘speak-1SG’ < kálə, fiél ‘hard-PL/FEMS’ < *fiélə (NHG helle), wól (Rm. wóλ) f. ‘wool’ < wóλə (NHG Wolle, Low Saxon Wulle), vól f. ‘full-PL/FEMS’ < vóλlə (NHG volle), jél ‘silent’ < *stélə, vár ‘far’ < *várrə (NHG ferne), kær f. ‘car’ < *kárrə (NHG Karre, Karren m.), tár m. ‘tar’ < *tárrə, zón f. ‘sun’ < *zónnə (MHG sunne), tón f. ‘barrel’ < *tónnə (NHG Tonne), mém f. ‘female breast’ < *mémmə (MHG memme), Sitt. j’tém Rm. j’tóm f. ‘voice’ < *stémmə/*stémmə (NHG Stimme)

The new phonotactics. This change led to a new kind of lexical tone contrasts, namely in final sequences of a short vowel and a sonorant consonant, i.e. between the forms listed in (31) and those listed in (58). One of the many minimal pairs is vál ‘trap; fall-1SG’ versus váλ ‘fall’.

7.7. Geminate lenition and schwa drop

Original sequences of a lateral or a nasal followed by a voiced homorganic plosive were at some point simplified to a geminate. All the later developments of this class of consonant clusters are identical to the developments in the original sonorant geminates. We can most easily account for this fact if we assume that this change occurred before the advent of the tone contrast. For instance, *bąŋə ‘scared’ > *bąŋə > *bąŋə > *bąŋə. Another possibility is that the gemination occurred later; in that case, however, there must have been a tone change when gemination happened: *bąŋə > *bąŋə > *bąŋə > *bąŋə. This question of this timing is not unlikely to be quite relevant to the whole question of Limburgian tonogenesis.

Present-day reflexes. The present Limburgian forms that derive from a schwa drop after a lenited geminate all have the acute tone.
The new situation. This change led to an extension of the oppositions for forms ending in *bó: dóm (< *domba) joins *jóm (< *stomma) in contrasting with *jóm. More interestingly, a new contrast arose between forms like *spréŋk (< *spreŋgat) and *reŋk (< *reŋk), leading to some minimal pairs such as *zéŋk ‘sings’ (< *zengat) versus *zeŋk ‘sinks’ (< *zenkat). Also, a new correlation between segments and tones arose in the language: all words ending in a short vowel followed by *j, *ŋ, or *k received (and still have) an acute tone; this is ultimately due to the fact that all such forms derive from words ending in a schwa (-*ŋ₂j, *ŋ₂g, -*ŋ₂j). This again is due to the fact that *j, *ŋ, or *k originally had to be licensed by a following plosive (in the case of *j and *k because palatalization required a plosive, and in the case of *ŋ because *ŋ was not a separate phoneme of West-Germanic and in fact Proto-Indo-European) and the plosive had to be voiced (and therefore followed by a vowel, because of the first final devoicing) in order to be deletable.

7.8. Schwa drop after a vowel

Early Middle Limburgian had no cases of short vowels followed by a schwa, so Late MLb had no cases of lengthened vowels followed by a schwa. The only circumflex vowels before schwa could have been the high vowels *ii, *yy, and *uí. Thus, there must have been forms like *bi₂ia ‘bee’ and *bu₂ua ‘build-1SG’. However, §4.6 has proposed that in Early MLb the high vowels were monomoraic, so the structures might have been better represented as *bija and *buwa, but instead I propose that the actual structures were *bi₂ija and *bu₂wa, with geminated glides. The reason for this proposal is that in the general Late MLb bimoraic reanalysis of stressed syllables such structures would have become *bi₂ija and *bu₂wa, with acutes that we still see today in the plurals *bi₂jan ‘bees’ and *büwa ‘build-1PL’. The forms with a final schwa received a less surprisingly acute: *bìj and *búw.

25 The present *e instead of the expected *e is an example of the new regularized umlaut.
26 The present *e instead of the expected *e is an example of the new regularized umlaut.

(59) Schwa drop in geminate lenition environments

From *nd: máŋ ɔ. ‘basket’ < *máŋŋa < *máŋŋa (MHG mände), fíéŋ ɔ.pl. ‘hands’ < *fíéŋŋa < *fíéŋŋa (MHG Hände), téŋ ɔ.pl. ‘teeth’ < *téŋŋa < *téŋŋa (MHG Zähne), wíéŋ ɔ. ‘wound’ < *wíéŋŋa < *wíéŋŋa (NHG Wunde), fíóŋ or fíóŋ ɔ.pl. ‘dogs’ < *fióŋŋa < *fióŋŋa (NHG Hunde), véŋ ‘find-1SG’ < *véŋŋa < *véŋŋa (NHG finde), véŋs ‘find-2SG’ < *véŋŋas < *véŋŋas (NHG findest), véŋc ‘find-3SG’ < *véŋŋat < *véŋŋat (NHG findet)

From *ng: baŋ ɔ. ‘scared’ < *báŋŋa < *baŋga (NHG bange), láŋ ɔ. ‘long (adv.)’ < *lánŋa < *lango (MHG lange), fpréŋ ɔ. ‘jump-1SG’ < *sppréŋa < *spréŋga (MHG springe), fpréŋs ‘jump-2SG’ < *spréŋas < *spréŋgas (MHG springest), fpréŋk ‘jump-3SG’ < *spréŋkat < *spréŋgat (MHG springest), tóŋ ‘tongue’ < *tónga < *tónga (NHG Zunge)

From *mb: dóm ɔ. ‘dumb-Pl/FEMSG’ < *dōmma < *domba (MHG tumbe)

From *ld: wéá ɔ. ‘wild-Pl/FEMSG’ < *wéddá < *wejlá (NHG wilde)
Present-day reflexes. All words with a schwa drop after a vowel have an acute in present-day Limburgian. Some cases are listed in (60).

(60) Schwa drop after a vowel: acute

\[ \text{bij} \text{'bee'} < *\text{biia} \text{(MDu bije)}, \text{vrij} \text{'free-Pl/FEMSG'} < *\text{vrier} \text{(NHG freie)}, \text{dyj} \text{'push-1Sg'} < *\text{dyya, nyj} \text{'new-Pl/FEMSG'} < *\text{nyya, buw} \text{'build-1Sg'} < *\text{buua} \text{(NHG baue)}, \text{fuw} \text{'shy-Pl/FEMSG'} < *\text{sxuu} \text{(NHG scheue)} \]

The new situation. The change led to the first tone contrasts in final vowels, some minimal pairs being \[ \text{bij} \text{'bee'} \sim \text{bij} \text{'by'}, \text{vrij} \text{'free-Pl/FEMSG'} \sim \text{vrij} \text{'free'}, \text{nyj} \text{'new-Pl/FEMSG'} \sim \text{nyj} \text{'new'}, \text{and fuw} \text{'shy-Pl/FEMSG'} \sim \text{fuw} \text{'shy'}. \]

7.9. Schwa drop and ō loss

At some point in early New Limburgian, a ō was lost between a vowel and a schwa. The schwa was also dropped, and if the preceding syllable had a circumflex, this changed into an acute, which comes to no surprise.

Present-day reflexes. All present-day forms with word-internal schwa deletion have an acute.

(61) Drop of ō and schwa: acute

\[ \text{yāarən} \text{'collect'} < *\text{yaðərən} < *\text{yaðərən}, \text{ék} \text{'vinegar'} < *\text{eðək} < *\text{eðək}, \text{lēcér} \text{'leather'} < *\text{leðər} < *\text{leðər}, \text{véér} \text{'weather'} < *\text{weð̄ər} < *\text{weðər}, \text{lēkəx} \text{'empty'} < *\text{leðək} < *\text{leðək}, \text{bōm} \text{bōm} \text{‘bottom’} < *\text{bōđəm} < *\text{bōdəm}, \text{bōol} \text{‘hangman’} < *\text{bōdəl} < *\text{bōdəl}, \text{zīj} \text{‘silk’} < *\text{ziidə} \text{(NHG Seide)}, \text{zīj} \text{‘side’} < *\text{ziidə} \text{(NHG Seide)}, \text{lýyk} \text{‘Liege’} < *\text{lyȳək}, \text{ʃər} \text{‘vene’} < *\text{uədər}, \text{ʃəm} \text{m. ‘breath’} < *\text{uədəm}, \text{vōorən} \text{‘fodder’} < *\text{vōdərən} \]

The new situation. Before this change, the lengthened vowels aa and ee and the high vowels ii, yy and uu could only have an acute in positions before a voiced consonant. While there are certainly statistical tendencies to that extent in present-day Limburgian, the list in (61) shows several new acutes for these vowels before a voiceless consonant (ék, lécx, lýyk). The list also shows new acutes for these vowels in disyllabic forms (yáarən).

8. Neutralization in voiced environments

The change from circumflex to acute in voiced environments described in §7.3 was conditioned by a drop of schwa in the next syllable. In the larger part of the present tone area, however, this change was not conditioned by schwa drop: it occurred as well in words that stayed disyllabic, such as in lécvən ‘to live’ and káamər ‘room’. In this area, then, all disyllabic forms with voiced intervocalic consonants have an acute, and bələcvən ‘to promise’, from *bələcvən, rhymes with frəsəvən ‘to punish’, from *frəsəvən.

The area in which this neutralization took place is called the Rule A area and roughly comprises the Central Franconian area (Ripuaric, Moselle Franconian) as well as the Limburgian-Ripuaric transition area. The more conservative area, where
bālōvān still does not rhyme with [strōvān], is called the Rule A2 area and roughly comprises the Low Franconian (Limburgian) area.

There are at least two ways in which the neutralization could have happened. The first is by starting from a paradigmatic analogy, then overgeneralizing phonologically: the form leēvān could have become leēvān by analogy to the related form lēev ‘live-1Sg’, after which the number of disyllabic voiced circumflexes in the language was so low that the few non-alternating remaining ones, like kaāmār, were changed to acute as well.

The second possibility is that the cause of the neutralization is purely phonological. We know that there are neighbouring non-tonal dialects that invariably have an acute in all long vowels, thus leēvān as well as ētān. It is not unlikely that some of these dialects have been tonal at some stage in their development. When compared to present-day Limburgian, these dialects must therefore have gone through a general innovation exemplified by the changes leēvān → leēvān and ētān → ētān. The question now is: if there were any intermediate dialects that changed circumflex to acute only in one of these two cases, what would such a dialect look like, i.e. would it change leēvān to leēvān or would it prefer to change ētān to ētān? My answer is that it would prefer to change leēvān to leēvān, simply because the auditory forms [lēēvān] and [lēēvān] are auditorily closer than [ētān] and [ētān]: in the former pair, the HL alignment difference is one segment, in the latter pair it is between one and two segments.

9. The Rule A – Rule B distinction
Here I first repeat something that I wrote to Carlos Gussenhoven in March 1998, before Köhnlein (2013) showed that this story would not account for interrogative intonation.

Circumflex accents nowadays tend to be longer than acute accents, although (in the Rule A and Rule A2 regions) they derive from vowels that were shorter (high vowels tend to be shorter than non-high vowels, and the lengthened vowels were shorter than the originally long vowels before OSL). So the Rule A and A2 regions have historically undergone a length reversal. I hypothesize that this is because there is a universal tendency for circumflexes to be longer than acutes.

Where does this universal tendency come from? I propose that the direct cue for mora alignment is the question whether or not the syllable contains a pitch movement. Thus, if the syllable contains a pitch movement, the accent must be acute, and if the syllable stays on the same pitch, the accent must be circumflex. Now, movement (e.g. pitch movement) can be perceived even if it is fast, whereas detecting constancy (e.g. monotonicity) takes a while. Hence the Limburgian correlation between pitch movement and duration. Similar correlations are found in some Slavic languages (Van Wijk 1935, 1939).

I propose that in the Rule A and A2 areas the accent distinction was about mora alignment, so that the pitch movement was the main cue and the durations adapted themselves later according to the universal movement-duration correlation. In the Rule B area, however, something different happened: these dialects did not create a mora alignment distinction. Rather, the original duration difference persisted. When vowels lengthened in open syllables, the originally long vowels just became longer (push chain). The dialects thus created a three-way length contrast, and the pitch movement became a cue only later. This new secondary cue was added in line with the universal movement-duration correlation, hence the longest vowels (i.e. the original long vowels)
received a constant pitch (which sounds like a circumflex accent), and the middle-length vowels (i.e. the vowels lengthened in open syllable, plus the high vowels and the diphthongs) developed a moving pitch (which sounds like an acute accent).

In this way, the Rule B dialects ended up having an acute everywhere the Rule A dialects had a circumflex, and the reverse. The resulting cross-linguistic apparent reversal is remotely comparable to that between Old Greek and Lithuanian (Kiparsky 1973), and a bit more directly comparable to that between Lithuanian and Latvian.

Recently, Köhnlein (2011) has shed doubt on this account, on the basis of the observation that while the declarative pitch contours are diametrically opposite in Rule A/A2 and Rule B, the interrogative pitch contours are the same in both regions. My analysis above could therefore hold only if the declarative contour is original in the Rule B area and the interrogative contour is somehow secondary, for instance borrowed by language contact. Köhnlein (pp. 197–199), however, sees the interrogative contour as original and the declarative contour as secondary, arguing that all dialects went through a stage when there was no opposition between declarative and interrogative intonation, a situation that stills exists in Hasselt (West-Limburgian). A further development of this theory appears in Köhnlein (2013).

### 10. Morphological uses of the accent contrast

During the development of Limburgian, much of the inflectional paradigm of nouns and adjectives was lost. In nouns the paradigm became restricted to the singular-plural distinction; in this case, the current singular continues the original nominative singular and the current plural continues the original nominative plural (these nominatives were often, but not always, identical to the accusative forms). In adjectives the paradigm became restricted to the attributive form, the masculine singular, the feminine singular, the neuter singular, and the plural (which is identical to the feminine singular); in this case, the forms are again based on the original nominative, except for the masculine singular, which is based on the original accusative, e.g. present-day naätən ‘wet-MASC-SG’ and naätä ‘wet-FEM-SG’.

The reduction of inflexion led to the situation that many nouns now had only a single form. This includes neuter nouns with an original zero plural ending (*beın ‘bone, leg-SG&PL, *woört ‘word’-SG&PL, *fi̱ø̱ʃ ̃ ‘court-SG&PL’, *lant ‘land-SG&PL’) and mainly masculine and neuter nouns whose plurals came to be identical to the singular as a result of schwa drop (*ʃø̱p ‘sheep-SG&PL). In all cases, a new plural was constructed. In the case of back vowels followed by a voiceless consonant, the choice was the addition of umlaut in the plural: ʃø̱p ‘sheep-SG’ ~ fø̱ep ‘sheep-Pl.’ (cf. NHG Schafe ‘sheep-Pl’). In neuter nouns, this change was often accompanied by the addition of -ər, as in daakar ‘roofs’. This changes greatly added to the already existing use of umlaut in plurals not ending in -ə(n) and to the already existing use of -ər for neuter nouns. In the case of circumflex vowels followed by a voiced consonant, the tone changed to acute, as in the neuter beín ‘leg-SG’ ~ beín ‘leg-Pl’, completely analogously to the already existing masculine ftein ‘stone-SG’ ~ ftein ‘stone-Pl’; if possible, this change is combined with umlaut and/or lenition: fiø̱ʃ m. ‘court-SG’ ~ fiø̱eev ‘court-Pl’; lǎraj n. ‘land-SG’ ~ ləp ‘land-Pl’ (also lənər); Rm. kɛmp m. ‘comb-SG’ ~ kæm ‘comb-Pl’.

The chronology of these events probably varies widely. Given the fact that many of these changes also occurred in High German (Bein ‘legs’, Dächer ‘roofs’,
Worte/Wörter ‘words’, Höfe ‘courts’, Ländere ‘lands’), it is possible that some of them precede even schwa drop. Thus, the sequence bein ‘bones’ > beina > béin is not out of the question. Also, woërt ‘words’ > wœ르nda > wœernd is possible; the d would then have been based on a still existing dative singular or on compounds such as *wœrdanboök ‘dictionary’, or on the diminutive (present-day wœerterja, not wœerterja). More examples will be seen in the next section.

11. Second final devoicing

After schwa drop, many words ended in a voiced obstruent. These include first person singular verb forms such as blíiv ‘stay’ and zeg ‘say’, feminine singulars such as drúuv ‘grape’ and fieg ‘hedge’, and masculine plurals such as déev ‘thieves’. In some regions, the voiced fricatives made it into the 20th century and some voiced plosives still exist (Dupont 1910–11, Leenen 1915, Goossens 1977). In most regions, however, all final obstruents were devoiced, turning e.g. zeg into zek (where the underlining as usual denotes the fact that longer related forms still contain a g).

The second final devoicing must also have led to some new cases of homophony between singulars and plurals. Thus, déef ‘thief-Sg’ ~ déev ‘thief-Pl’ merged into déef ‘thief-Sg&Pl’. Just as in the previous section this merger gave rise to analogies that created new plurals. In the case of déef ‘thieves’, umlaut was not an option (the vowel was already front), neither was tone change (the tone was already acute), so that the only remaining option was to add an ending. In the case of the masculine déef, this ending had to be -an (the ending -or is restricted to neuters), so that the present-day form is deëvan. The circumflex accent in this plural form, which does not correspond to the historically expected acute, is explained by the model on which this form must be based by speakers without access to the historical forms, namely the alternating-tone model of dúuf ‘dove’ ~ duúvan ‘doves’, which is the predominant pattern for nouns with -an plurals. This -an addition was originally restricted to cases where the less shocking modifications (umlaut, tone change) could not apply. In the twentieth century we find an extension of this change to all words with non-umlauting vowels (i.e. back vowels plus, as far as plurals are concerned, the vowel aa), independent of whether a tone change can apply. Thus next to the tone pair daax ‘day’ ~ dáax ‘days’, which is still in use, one can nowadays hear the plural daaxan. Another example is the extension of jóar ‘year-Sg&Pl’ to the new plural jóran ‘years’, analogously to, say, the historical ksol ‘coal’ ~ koolan ‘pieces of coal’.

12. Four new kinds of tones

First let me assert that present-day Limburgian is not just a lexical mora-accent language. Instead, it may be closer to a tone language, because (for instance) sentence-final acute and circumflex syllables strongly contrast with each other even if the sentence-final word is not in focus. Thus, a Roermond question intonation on the word jawées ‘been’ will sound like [jawaées], with an octave drop in the final syllable, whereas a question intonation on the word yadzôn ‘done’ will sound like [yadzôn], with both an octave drop and a fifth rise in the final syllable. Gussenhoven (2000ab) interprets [jawaées] as having only a HL interrogatory boundary tone, and [yadzôn] as having the same HL boundary tone followed by a H tone that must have been supplied in the underlying form. In Gussenhoven’s view, then, the contrast between acute and circumflex for Roermond is that between the absence and presence of a lexical H tone.
Meanwhile, the Roermond sentence-internal contrast is still often one of mora alignment, as in (1) and (2).

But present-day sentence-internal contrasts are not always cases of mora alignment contrasts. After schwa drop, the language was still thoroughly mora-accenting, in the sense that the only acute-circumflex contrast was that between a monosyllabic bimoraic acute and a monosyllabic bimoraic circumflex. Beside these two types of accents, however, the later sound changes of degemination and schwa insertion caused the emergence of four more types: the monomoraic acute, the second monomoraic circumflex, the disyllabic acute, and the disyllabic circumflex. These four new accents are discussed in the following sections.

12.1 Degemination and the rise of the monomoraic accents

From §5.5 we know that the words beddan ‘beds’ and kattan ‘cats’ were pronounced [bêddàn] and [kâttn] (we now discuss only the plurals of these words, because the singulars have lost their final schwas in §7.5). A subsequent probably speaker-induced sound change was a gradual shortening of the geminate consonants. A certain generation of learners must then have interpreted these consonants as singletons. The question then is: with what alignment of the HL contour to the remaining moras?

There is a by now familiar difference between the auditory forms [bêddàn] and [kâttn]: only in the former does a pitch movement occur within the first syllable (§5.5). If the geminate is reanalysed by a learner as a singleton, the first syllable must be reanalysed as monomoraic, and the original syllabic pitch movement can be reanalysed as a pitch movement within the new monomoraic syllable.27 The resulting form can be abbreviated as bêdan. Likewise brêgan ‘bridges’, jwêman ‘to swim’, and so on. Since the pitch movement is (very) early, a structure like bêdan can be called a monomoraic acute.

No acute reanalysis is possible in the case of a shortening geminate in [kâttn]. The only possibility is a reanalysis with a H tone on the first (now monomoraic) syllable. Since this means that the pitch movement now occurs after the first syllable, the resulting form can be abbreviated as kätan (likewise jtoekan ‘pieces’ and so on). This structure can be called a monomoraic circumflex.

The contrast just discussed has not received much attention, probably because the distinction is predictable on the basis of the voicing of the consonant. In fact, the post-lexical process of word-final prevocalic voicing causes acute-circumflex alternations within the same word form. Thus (Ben Hermans, p.c.), brek ‘bridge’ and jtoek ‘piece’ are both pronounced with a circumflex in an brek ta zeên ‘to see a bridge’ and a jtoek ta kriiyə ‘to get a piece’ (with question intonation: rising on t), and both with an acute in woo da brêg es ‘where the bridge is’ and woo at jtoeg es ‘where the piece is’ (with question intonation: rising in œ).

Nevertheless, the phonetic distinction between bêdan and kätan is large, especially in sentence-final focal position with question intonation: bêdan has its pitch peak somewhere in the first vowel or the following consonant ([bêdə]) whereas kätan has its pitch peak in the second vowel ([kâtə]) (Ben Hermans p.c.). Moreover, scattered monomoraic circumflexes occur in voiced environments, for

---

27 I say “can be reanalysed”, not “must be reanalysed”, because if one looks closely at the auditory form, an alternative reanalysis with H-toned first syllable seems to be possible as well.
instance in the Geleen form fɑðən ‘shirt’. In this form, the cause of the exceptional circumflex can lie in a late degemination caused by an original heterorganic nasal-plosive sequence: *fiɛmda > *fiɛmda > *fiɛnda > *fiɛmba > *fiɛmba, with a drop of the first schwa bleedly before Open Syllable Lengthening (§5.1), and the *d > *b change counterfeedingly after geminate lenition (§7.7). This word has an exceptional circumflex in Maastricht as well (C. Gussenhoven, p.c.), and the long vowel in fiɛomə in Weert Limburgian (which is nowadays a toneless dialect according to Heijmans and Gussenhoven 1998) must also reflect an earlier circumflex.

12.2 Schwa insertion and the rise of the disyllabic accents

When a liquid was followed by a non-coronal obstruent, a schwa was inserted. The circumflex words bæřɤ ‘mountain’ and wəlf ‘wolf’ therefore became bæřɤ ‘mountain’ and wʊlaf, still with the tone movement during or after the final consonant. The resulting accent can therefore be called a disyllabic circumflex. Likewise, ærəm m. ‘arm’ and jærəf n. ‘splitter’ (MDu scerf, not NHG Scherbe f.), which could be added to (31), and with voiceless final schwa drop bɑlak m. ‘beam’ (NHG Balken) and keɾak f. ‘church’ (NHG Kirche), which could be added to (45).

In large parts of Limburg a schwa is also often appended phrase-finally after a word that ends in a high vowel, as in nuwə ‘now’, which is pronounced with a pitch pattern identical to that in huus ‘house’. In Sittard I have heard the same disyllabic circumflex on words where a sonorant consonant is flanked by two short high vowels: jyɲi ‘June’, jyli ‘July’, fɔmîli ‘family’, ʃiɻi ‘chilli, Chile’, kiwɨ ‘kiwi’, bakiɲi ‘bikini’; whether this phenomenon is widespread or idiosyncratic still has to be investigated.

A similar change occured in acute words: bɛrɨ ‘mountains’ (< *bærya; NHG Berge) became bɛrɨ. The simplest assumption about the pitch movement is that it stayed in the middle of the word, which in bɛrɨ must be close to the syllable boundary. This structure can be called a disyllabic acute. Likewise ərəv n. ‘premises’ (< *ɛɾva; OLF ervi ‘inheritance’, NHG Erbe), əram pl. ‘arms’ (< *ɛɾma. These examples could be added to (51).

There is a clear phonetic distinction between the monomoraic circumflex as in kətən (pitch movement during t or a) and the disyllabic circumflex as in bæřɤ (pitch movement during or after x). Whether there is also a phonetic distinction between the monomoraic acute as in bɛdən (pitch movement during e) and the disyllabic acute as in bɛrɨ (pitch movement between æ and r?) remains to be seen.

13. Comparing theories on Franconian tonogenesis

The crucial evidence that establishes the order of events in the Rule A2 regions is the retention of the original accent in disyllabic words, namely the retention of the acute in originally long non-high vowels, both in the voiceless cases of (11) and in the voiced cases of (12), and the retention of the circumflex in lengthened vowels, both in the voiceless cases of (20) and in the voiced cases of (21). This evidence clearly places the beginning of the lexical accent contrast in the result of the otherwise neutralizing process of open syllable lengthening. No other proposals than the present one realize that this evidence is crucial for establishing the order of events; all other proposals than the present therefore misplace the first occurrence of the contrast, typically locating it later, such as in the result of schwa drop or in the result of analogical lengthening. As a
consequence, these other proposals can handle only a small part of the data. I will now review several of these proposals.

13.1 De Vaan (1999)

Of all the other proposals, De Vaan (1999) comes closest to the correct chronology, albeit sometimes for the wrong reasons. I will therefore discuss his proposal in some detail.

De Vaan (p. 35) starts his chronology by stating, as I do here in §4.2, that in pre-OSL times long non-high vowels had a moving (De Vaan says “falling”) pitch, and that other vowels had a level (De Vaan says “rising”) pitch. Presumably (though De Vaan gives no examples here) this means that e.g. the word ‘seek’ from (11) was pronounced [zòökə̀ǹ]. Next, De Vaan states that as a result of Open Syllable Lengthening, originally short vowels became level (De Vaan says “rising”) before single medial voiceless consonants. Presumably, the means that e.g. the word ‘kitchen’ from (20) became pronounced as [kóókə̀ǹ]. Now, I argued in §5.1 that the result is a lexical accent contrast, because words like [zòökə̀ǹ] and [kóókə̀ǹ] differ only in their pitch pattern on the first syllable, which is unpredictable from the surrounding segments. De Vaan, however, does not realize that OSL caused the lexical contrast. Instead, he states next that “the tonal opposition of falling [i.e. moving] pitch versus rising [i.e. level] pitch reached phonemic status through [the process of] apocope [which happened after OSL].”

De Vaan’s oversight may be due to his failure to look at the system of oppositions at each stage of the language. This happens more often in his paper. In a footnote (p. 29), De Vaan dismisses a proposal by Goossens according to which Limburgian originally had Rule A and then turned many acutes into circumflexes “through analogy”, thus leading to Rule A2. Presumably, this would mean that an acute on lengthened vowels in voiced positions, as in léezan ‘read’, turned into a circumflex, as in leéezan from (21). De Vaan correctly notes that there is not much to base an analogy on, but his dismissal is further only based on a principle of “economy”. The logical-chronological reason, however, why the words in (21) could not have come from acutes is that in that case the words in (12), such as kéeezan ‘choose’, would also have turned their acute into circumflexes, as in keéezan, a neutralizing change that according to the list (12) did not happen: circumflexes form a small minority in (12), while acutes form a small minority in (21). Again, De Vaan misses the crucial systemic argument that would derive from looking at the synchronic contrasts and oppositions at every stage of the language. On p. 34, De Vaan correctly states that the Rule A2 dialects “have preserved a more archaic situation” than the Rule A dialects, but he does so for the wrong reason, namely the geographical peripherality of the Rule A2 dialects. This is an invalid argument. In De Vaan’s view, the Rule A2 dialects form a contiguous area in the North and West; since there are more contiguous peripheral areas, not all of them can be archaic, which strongly indicates that peripherality points at archaism only if these peripheral areas are scattered and unconnected, which they are not. The logical reason for the greater age of Rule A2 is their non-neutralization, i.e. the fact that they retain the contrast between the forms in (12) and in (21), a distinction lost in the Rule A areas. Logically, neutralizations are innovations, and retentions of etymological contrasts are archaisms. The only example that De Vaan gives to illustrate the archaism of Rule A2 is váart ~ vaārən, and this does illustrate the problematicity of an analogical cause of
Rule A2 (why would váaran change into vaärän if the other forms have an acute as well?), but it does not refer to the more crucial fact, which is the retention of, say, the vaärän ~ kéezän contrast.

A third case of unclear argumentation for an original Rule A2 is the statement (p. 35) that “the sequences [...] VD [i.e., originally short vowels before voiced consonant] developed a falling pitch” during OSL. If this had been true, the lengthened V:D would have fallen together with the originally long V:D, as in Rule A. Since in Rule A2 the former nowadays have a circumflex and the latter an acute (as De Vaan acknowledges), this cannot be correct.

I conclude that De Vaan was correct in proposing phonetic pre-OSL contrasts, correct for the wrong reason in proposing the primacy of Rule A2, and incorrect in locating the inception of the lexical accent contrast in the results of schwa drop.

13.2 Gussenhoven (2000c)

Of all the proposals, the one by Gussenhoven (2000c) has been most widely distributed over the world. At the same time, it is the least credible of all the proposals, because it accounts for only a little corner of the data and has logical-chronological problems with the remainder of the data.

Gussenhoven proposes that the lexical accent contrast originated through a mechanism of “false analogical lengthening” (Fake AL; p. 231). At a certain point in time, Franconian would have had a length contrast between dax ‘day’ and daax ‘days’, the length in daax resulting from open syllable lengthening followed by schwa deletion (daya > daaya > daax). At the same time, an influential neighbouring dialect would have had the older dax ~ daaya alternation but decided that vowel length should be homogeneous throughout the paradigm, leading to daax ~ daaya. This is the usual process of analogical lengthening (§6). At this point, dialect 1 would have had dax ~ daax, dialect 2 daax ~ daaya. According to Gussenhoven, the speakers of dialect 1 would decide to mimic speakers of dialect 2 in having a long vowel in the singular. However, doing so would have turned the paradigm into daax ~ daax, thus removing the distinction between singular and plural. Gussenhoven proposes that the speakers then decided to make a difference between the two forms, somehow adding a high tone to the singular: daax ~ daax. This is what Gussenhoven calls “fake analogical lengthening”. Despite the evidence presented in the current paper, Gussenhoven has repeated this hypothesis numerous times, most recently in Gussenhoven (2012).

The largest problem with Gussenhoven’s proposal is that it cannot explain how the tone contrast spread from daax ~ daax to the rest of the lexicon. Presumably, fake analogical lengthening would have to have postdated schwa drop (otherwise, no threat of homonymy), which must have postdated open syllable lengthening (otherwise, no vowel lengthening in the plural daaya), and this is indeed the order in which Gussenhoven arranges these three changes on p. 233. Also, fake analogical lengthening by itself must have postdated open syllable lengthening, otherwise there would have been no long vowel that could be the source of the analogy. Now, with the order OSL → schwa drop → Fake AL, it is virtually impossible that the change could have spread through the lexicon along etymological lines. If tonogenesis (i.e. Fake AL) follows schwa drop (which comes with final devoicing, as G. states), an original huus ‘house’ and druuvə ‘grape’ would have neutralized their structures as huus and druuf. How could subsequently huus (and all other such forms without schwa drop) get a Ĥ tone,
whereas druuf (and all other such forms with schwa drop) did not? In other words, how could the neutralization be undone along etymological lines?\(^28\) Even more problemsitically, if tonogenesis (Fake AL) followed OSL, how did kookana ‘kitchen’ (and all other such forms with originally short vowels) get a H tone, whereas zoookan ‘seek’ (and all other such forms with originally long non-high vowels) did not? In other words, if Gussenhoven’s theory is correct, the spread of tones through the lexicon must have undone the neutralization caused by schwa drop, such as that between huus and druuf, as well as the neutralization caused by open syllable lengthening, such as that between kookana and zoookan. In reality, the original schwa-based contrast between huus ‘house’ and druuv ‘grape’ (and many other such forms) has been preserved as the present-day tonal contrast huüs ~ drűuf, and the original short-long contrast between kokana ‘kitchen’ and zoookan ‘seek’ (and many other such forms) has been preserved as the present-day tonal contrast kookan ~ zoókan. Neutralization can have no place in these changes, so Gussenhoven’s proposal must be rejected on the basis of an incompatibility with one of the main heuristic axioms of historical phonology.

One can wonder what the causes are of Gussenhoven’s neglect of the huüs ~ drűuf and kookan ~ zoókan cases, i.e. of the majority of the data. One cause seems to be an incorrect view of the light data themselves. Within six lines on p. 237, Gussenhoven incorrectly lists Tongeren zwóin ‘swan’ (\(< *zwana\)) and brýak ‘fracture’ (\(< *brok\)) as having originally long vowels, and fiúak ‘hook’ (\(< fiaka\)) as having an originally short vowel; under such circumstances it is indeed difficult to arrive at correct generalizations, especially if multiple competing factors play a role, as they do here. Another cause seems to be the failure to acknowledge the known interactions of these competing factors. In a footnote on p. 254, G. claims that “OSL is an unlikely locus for failure to appear in forms in Table 2 that underwent it.” Gussenhoven’s Table 2 is a list of singular–plural pairs where the singular has AL; the plurals, which underwent OSL, indeed have an acute (weēx ‘way’ ~ wééy ‘ways; jmeēt ‘smith’ ~ jmēej ‘smiths’), but this is just the group that received an acute secondarily during schwa drop (*weēyə → wéey; *smeēðə → jmēej), i.e. half of the forms in (51). The much greater number of forms in (20) and (21), which are still disyllabic, still have the circumflex.

I conclude that G.’s proposal accounts only for the accent in AL cases (here §6) and fails on all other monosyllabic and disyllabic cases, i.e. on over 90 percent of the data. I agree that it is tempting to start an account of the accent contrast from singular–plural pairs; in fact, the examples in (1) and (2) provide just such an example. However, the hypothesis developed here, which is that the accent contrast originated in OSL, explains the daax ~ dáay alternation by turning an original dax ~ dayə first into dax ~ daayə by OSL (with a contrastive circumflex accent), then into daaax ~ daaayə by AL (not “Fake”, because the accent is the same in singular and plural), and finally into daaax ~ dáay by schwa drop (it is a true minimal pair, because the final consonant is currently voiceless in both words). In other words, these singular–plural pairs are not the source of the contrast, but instead form the most complicated cases, resulting from an interaction of at least three changes.

\(^28\) For the huus ~ druuf case, G. tries to save the chronology (in an apparent defence against objections by the present author to an earlier version of G.’s paper) by proposing that there was a stage when schwa drop and Fake AL were optional rules that were in effect at the same time. This proposal cannot work for the kookana ~ zoókan case, though, where the ordering problem involves OSL as well.
13.3 Schmidt (2002)

Jürgen Erich Schmidt criticizes both De Vaan and Gussenhoven for problems such as the phonetic naturalness of their proposed changes, but he does not criticize them for problems with their chronological logic. In fact, Schmidt claims that the lexically contrastive accent originated ‘relatively late’ (p. 207: “relativ spät”) with schwa drop (p. 207: “nach dem Apokopierungsprozess” ‘after apocope’; p. 220 “Apokopierung der Endsilbe” ‘apocope of the final syllable’), summarized as “Auslöser der Tonakzentgenese war ein durchgreifender makrostruktureller Wortveränderungsprozess: der Ausfall einer Endsilbe (Apokope)” ‘the trigger of tonogenesis was a radical macro-structural word change process: the drop of a final syllable (apocope)’. Given that Schmidt is very well acquainted with the historical conditioning of the contrast, one has to wonder how he could have missed the contrast between the old long non-high vowels in (11) and (12), which have acutes, and the lengthened vowels in (20) and (21), which have circumflexes.

The answer is partly in Schmidt’s neglect of Rule A2. On p. 224, Schmidt claims that ‘Rule A2 has been insecurely documented’, because for the Rule A2 areas there sometimes exist dialect descriptions that describe them in terms of Rule A. Perhaps Schmidt thought here of work such as that by Tans (1938), who describes the situation in the Maastricht area (Rule A2) with Welter’s (1910) Rule A conditions; however, Tans’ data clearly show Rule A2 conditions, which Tans labels explicitly as exceptions to Welter’s conditions (p. 21, 160, 216). Such a situation, with an apparently uninformed researcher listing exceptions to Rule A that he cannot put in a wider perspective but are regular from a larger point of view (i.e. from the independently reported Rule A2 perspective), should be regarded as confirming the Rule A2 situation rather than questioning it. Because of his inappropriate neglect of Rule A2, then, Schmidt does not count the contrast between the originally long vowels in (12), which are acutes nowadays, and the lengthened vowels in (21), which are circumflexes nowadays, as relevant or even existing, because all of these vowels (before voiced consonants) have circumflexes in the Rule A areas today. Likewise, Schmidt may have missed the contrast between (11) and (20) as relevant, because in the Southern part of the area the vowels in (20), standing before voiceless consonants, may never have lengthened.

In an area where Rule A applies and lengthening did not occur before voiceless consonants, tonogenesis may indeed have originated in schwa drop. If it indeed happened so late in these areas, it must still have happened as well in the Rule A2 areas centuries earlier, when open syllables lengthened there. That is, any late tonogenesis in the Southern areas must have followed a much earlier tonogenesis in the North.

13.4 Alternative possible correct proposals

In my discussions of others’ proposals above, I not only pointed out their failures but also presented the hypotheses developed in the present paper as true. They do not have to be; there may be other thinkable logically-chronologically correct hypotheses.

The idea that tonogenesis originated with schwa drop can be saved by assuming that the originally long non-high vowels *ɑɑ, *ææ/*ɛɛ, *ɛɛ, *ɔɔ turned into *ɔə, *eə, *ʊʊ, *æ, *ɛ and *oo before Open Syllable Lengthening, i.e. all of them “broke” into a diphthong ending in schwa. When OSL then lengthened the originally short vowels, the lengthened vowels would have been kept distinct as a
group from the originally long non-high vowels. Subsequently, schwa drop, which came with tonogenesis, would have turned the seven vowels into *œ, *œ, *œ, *œ, *œ, *œ, *œ, *œ, which are not far removed from the present-day Limburgian forms. The evidence for pre-OSL diphthongization is scarce: it may only be in the OLd writing of the higher-mid series as ie and uo (the present-day diphthongization of the lower-mid series cannot count as evidence, because it would have to follow schwa drop, i.e., monophthongization), but those spellings may have a variety of different causes (e.g., coming from a different region, or representing only an earlier stage than MLb, or representing raised mid monophthongs). Weighing the evidence, I cannot regard this scenario as likely.

14. Conclusion
We have seen that a sequence of synchronic phonological systems, gradual shifts by speakers and discrete reanalyses by listeners accounts for much of the data. The true phonetic and phonological details may differ from the ones presented, but I firmly believe that the order of events is as depicted; especially, the claims are that the accent contrast originated with Rule-A2-like open syllables by Open Syllable Lengthening, that schwa drop did nothing more than produce many new acutes, and that Rule A came about later as a neutralization. Comparisons with similar sound changes in Lithuanian (lengthening yield circumflexes and vowel drop turns circumflexes into acutes) showed that my account is not peculiar to the Limburgian case. Realizing that about 95 percent of the Limburgian accents have been accounted for, and that no systematic exceptions remain, I conclude that the chronology of the Franconian tonogenesis, at least for Rule A2 and Rule A, has been settled. The main question that remains is how the mora accent language turned into the present-day language with its synchronic tonal and metrical analyses.
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